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INJUIRY OF BRAIN WITH PARTIAL IN-
SENSIBILITY AND APHASIA LASTING
18 DAYS--RECOVERY.

aY J. Il. MOKAY, M.D., L.n.c.P., AND L..O.S., EDIN.

TRURO, N.s.

I was called on the 10th of June last to attend a
young iman naned Skinner, a brakesnan on the
Intercolonial Raihvay. While standing on the last
car leaning out and holding on by one hand, be by
somne neans lost bis hold and fel, striking on lhis
left temple, the train at the tine going at the rate
f twenty-five miles an hour.
I saw him balf an hour after the injury. He

presented the following symptoms : A large swell-
ing about the size of a hei's egg on the left tenm-
ple about l. inches above the supereiliary ridge.
Tlie skini was unbroken, showing that lie must have
fillen on a fiat surface. On examination I found
this swelling to contain liquid blood, surrounded by
a iard rim, giving a feeling that night be easily
mistaken for fracture, but no distinct fracture could
be detected on closer exanination. I understood

om those wio picked hini up that respiration wzas
spended for a short tinie. Wlien I saw imu,
hii was about half an hour after the accident, the.
reathing was regular but nîot stertorous. Pulse
bout eighty full and compressible. Eyes firmly.
losed and turning froi side to side, pupils dilated
d slightly sensitive to light. With these syrnp-
ns there was restlessness to a very great degree,
constant motion cf the limnbs not in any particu-
direction, but giving one the idea that something

in contact with hii that caused him pain
ich he endeavored ineWectually to reniove. All
usual restoratives werc applied without effect.

moved hin to Truro, a distance of four miles
hout any change in his symptons except having

p
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several times vomited, vhich gave me hope that
coscio"sness would son return. Oi renoval to
his residence I again examined carefully the seat of
injury and thought I detected slight depression of
the skull. General symiptons continued the sane
throughout the evening. Ordered him a powerful
cathartic, cold applications in the ineantime havinîg
been kept constantly to the head. No change dur-
ing night ; was quiet at short intervals as if in sleep,
the remainder of the tine tossing froin side to side.
Purgative repeated on following morning without
effect..

I then in comipany with Dr. Fraser of New
Glasgow gave him an eienia coiposed of half-a-pint
of wann water with a table-spoonful of turpentine,
at the sanie tinie giving hini three drop doses of
croton-oil in a tea-spoonful of olive oil, repeating
every two iours until a free e,--cuation froin the
bowels was induced, without any sign of returning
consciousness. After consultation we decided that
on the following niærning we should make an
exploratory incision, and be guided by circum-
stances for the rest. We accordingly did so, laying
open the skin for about three or four ilches over
the seat of injury sufficient for a free exploration ;
after tuning out sone clotted blood, we could on
strict examination deteet no fracture, but there ap-
peared to be slight depression. Under such cir-
cunmstauces we did not deei it our duty to go any
further and brought the edges of the wound
together by means of sutures. The opinion we
then forned of the cause of the continuance of the
syniptons and vhich we think was afterwards in a
inanner verified, was that compression was caused
chielly by extravasatud blood, and also in a slighter
degree by depressed skull. During the tine of the
operation lie struggled in the sanie mianner as in the
first few hours after the injury. There vas evident
sensibility to pain althougli there vere no other
signs of returning conscionsness. This brings us to
the fourth day, and during all this time the eyes
remainect closed; pupils slightly dilated and partially
insensible to light ; breathing natural. I then
shaved the back part of the head, and applied a fly
blister, extending froi ear to ear without any
apparent effect. The diet during all this tinie vas
limited to a little gruel, nilk, and beef tea, of which
lie took considerable quantities ; the swallowing re-
nained quite good. On the sixth day after dressing
the blister and having his linon changed, lie showed
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evident signs of exhaustion, the breathing became
slow, pulse feeble. I immediately prescribed him
tea-spoonful doses of brandy-and-water, equal parts
every ton minutes, until sone improvement showed
itself or sonething gave me warning to stop, and
in the course of an hour the pulse and respiration
improved greatly. I may here say that I was
repeatedly asked to bleed this patient, by his
friends, and by every one with whom I came in con-

tact. I have been since asked by nedical men
when telling theni of the case why I did not bleed.
I did not do so because I had no faith in it and I
an firmly convinced that had I done so iny patient
would have sunk and died. He might have be-
come conscious for the moment, but only to be
followed in a short time by death. I have seen
patients killed, or at all events their end hastened by
the too free use of the lancet, but this is a digres-
sion. I may here mention that during the whole
course of treatmient his urine was passed without
any trouble, the first few timnes in the bed-owing
no doubt to his inability to nake his wants known;
but after a few days his attendants could tell by
his restlessness that lie wished to urinate, and by
placing the urinal in a proper position lie would
immediately do so. This showed nie that lie was
to a certain extent conscious. He could also tell
what was given him to eat, as articles of food that
ne formerly disliked he would spit out after the
first mouthful. This brings us to the end of the
first week. Now for the first tinme lie openied his

eyes, but no recognition of surrounding objects was
manifest, only a blank vacant look, although
when the hand was passed rapidly across the field
of vision the lids would close for a moment. There

being no signs of improvement I again on the Sth
day applied another blister on the side of the head,
opposite to that of the seat of injury and also put
himu on a mixture containing Bromide and Iodide
of ]Potassium, which was continued during the
remainder of the time he was under my charge, in
all five -weeks.

During the nine following days he continued
nearly in the same state with very slight signs of
improvement. Would rest well at night and eat
all the food given him. At the end of sixteen
days he was much stronger than at any previous
time. He now showed signs of recognizing those
about him whom le knew formerly, and if asked to
shake hands would do so, but no word escaped his

lips. The pupils stili remained dilated although
siglit was restored.

On the eighteenth day while his sister wu
sitting at is bedside asking him if le would
not speak one word in answer to some question, to
lier surprise lie said "yes." This was the first time
lie lad uttered a word, or had made an atteipt at
utterance during all this time, and now all in a
moment came back to him the power of expressing
binself in words. After this tine lie continued to
improve rapidly, could answer questions quite well,
but was very easily confused and would then
wander off on something else. When asked about
the accident lie had no recolloction of where or
when it had occurred, or how long he lad been laid
up. His improvement continued for the next twoor
three weeks, both in lealth and intellect, and at the
end of five weeks froin the tine of the accident he
returned home, walking to the station a distance of
five hundred yards without assistance. This w
the last time I saw himi, and other than a slight
dilatation of the pupils, which gave himi a vacant
look, I could detect no difference in him. I
uiderstand that he as since returned to his duties
as brakesman.

This case I think peculiar in many respects, in
the first place we have partial unconsciousness, the
patient appearing as if ho were in a sleep, and again
this semi-conscious state, lasting for nearly three
weeks. All the functions of the body were fuiffled,
some of the senses seem to have been blunted while
others remained unimpaired ; but what I wish more
particularly to speak of is Asphasia or the loss of
the faculty of speech, a failure of the nemory of
words and of the memory of those acts by which
words are articulated this implies loss of intelligene.
The Aphasia seems to have been owing in this case to
some injury to the anterior lobe of the brain over the
left Supra-orbital plate; this was exactly under the
seat of the external injury. Dr. Gall was the first
who located the faculty of speech in the anterior
lobes of the brain whieh lie on the supra-orbital
plates irrespective of side. Dr. Marc Dax taught
in 1836 that in the left anterior lobe alone was
situated this faculty. M. Broca in 1861 brought it
down finer still, and put it in the posterior part of
the third frontal convolution on the left lobe of the
brain. If this be true then we have in this case
from a blow on the left temple, injury of the

posterior part of the third frontal couvolution OU
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the left side. This, at any rate, is another case

pointing to the seat of the faculty sonicwhere in
the neighbourhood of the place imeiitioned by Broca.
Whether extravasation of blood in the brain sub-
stance, injury of substance itsolf, we know not; but
we conjecture one or both of these to be the cause
of the sympton in this case.

REMARKS ON A CASE OF CHLOROFORM
POISONING.

BY H. J. SAUNDERb, M.D., M.R.C.s., KlNpSTON, ONT.

T. D., et 6o took about lialf an ounce of
chloroform, mistaking it for spiritus chloroformi. I
was called about ten minutes after and found him
nearly insensible ; Five or six minutes later he was
perfectly unconscious ; the eyeballs became in-
sensible to the touch, the respirations shallow and
prolonged, and the pulse so feeble as to be scarcely
perceptible at the wrist. Mustard was applied to
the pit of the stomach, with the hope of inducing
voniting, and to the nape of the neck and calves
of the legs. I also attempted to inject. Ammonia
and Brandy, into the rectum, but the sphincter
ani was paralysed, and everything escaped as
fast as injected. The breathing continued to
become feebler and the expirations being cold, I
tried keeping up artificial respiration after a fashion
by compressing the chest with ny liands about
fifteen or sixteen times a minute and allowing it
to expand, which I did for nearly an hour when
the respirations became more natural, and the
eyeballs began to show signs of returning sen-
sation. In half or three quarters of an hour
more the patient was able to sit up and take
a little weak brandy and water, after which he
slept well for the rest of the night. Except a little
beadache and feeling of weariness next day, no
bad effects followed.

The chief interest of this case is from its rarity.
I have only been able to find four recorded, two
by Mr. Spence, as having occurred in the Royal
Infirmary, Edinburgh, reported in the "Lancet,"
August 9th, 1856. In one of these, two ounces
was swallowed, the patient was unconscious for
five hours ; the respirations which at one tine
went as low as seven in the minute, being kept up
by the application of a galvanic battery. Re-
u very was complete four days after, when the
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patient returned to her work, which was that of
a nurse. Mr. Spence's other case was that of an
inmate of the Infirmary, who swallowed six ounces;
the same treatment was adopted, with recovery
from the anaesthesia, but death took place forty-
eight hours after from acute gastritis. Mr. Spence
deprecates the use of alcoholic stimuli, and advises
amnionia in such cases, on the theoretical ground
that the chloroform causes an excess of carbon
in the blood which would be increased by alcohol.
The third case is reported by Mr. Wells in the
"Lancet" of February 19th, 187o. The patient
in this case attempted to commit suicide by
swallowing half an ounce of chloroforn. Uncon-
sciousness lasted about two hours, and artificial
respiration was maintained by the use of electricity.
In each of these cases the stomach pump was
used within three quarters of an hour from the taking
of the clloroform, but no trace of the drug could be
detected in the matter withdrawn. The fourth
case is recorded by Dr. Neild, of Melbourne,
in the "Australian Medical Journal," for April,
187 r. 'Tlie patient, who had been on a debauch
for several days, swallowed an ounce of chloroform.
The treatment adopted in this case was injection
of dilute liq. ammonia into the veins of the arms ;
two drachn were thus given, and partial recovery
took place, but death occured thirty-six hours
afterwards preceded by ir oherence and illusions.

It would be difiicult to determine from these
cases what is a fatal dose of chloroform, as
although in Dr. Neild's case death occurred
from one ounce taken internally, yet as the man
was suffering froi delirium tremens at the time,
we can scarcely sav how far death was owing
to the poison. The symptoms in those cases
where only hahî an ounce was taken seemed
to threaten immediate death, yet recovery took
place without any bad after-effects, and Sir
Dominic Corrigan records a case, (Dublin Hos-
pital " Gazette," November 15th, 1854.) where a
patient suffering from delirium tremens swallowed
a six ounce mixture containing over half an ounce,
without any evil effect, the patient slept well after
taking it and recovered free from delirium. The
late Mr. Nunneley, in 1848 published the results
of an elaborate series of experiments with various
anSsthetics frorn which he concluded that the ethers
and chloroform were almost inert when admin-
istered internally, unless given in very large
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quantities, when they acted as local irritants, not I ordered search for gail stones, but none
producing as much effect on the cerebral system were found. Treatment: bloodletting, 8 ozs.; hot
as an equal quantity of alcohol. The above cases, poultices ; opium, grs. 2, every 4 hours, with a
however, show that they must be taken, "cum grs. of calomel; as a diaphoretic, spiritus min.
grano satis. dereri and nitric ether, every 4 hours; smart

The treatment to be adopted is merely to sustain purging, followed by pot. nitrate and pot. bi-carb.
the vital powers till the effects of the anæsthetic aa. five grains every 8 hours. Recovery complete
passes off. The stomach pump appears useless, in about a week.
as although applied in three of the above cases Mrs. M., æt. 36, mother of seven children, was
within forty minutes of the accident, the matters seized with great pain in the right hypochondrium,
removed showed no trace of chloroform, while: extending to the pit of the stomach ; pulse small
in one of Mr. Sperce's cases it excited violent and quick ; sorm- nausea, but no vomiting; pain
retching and vomiting so as nearly to asphyxiate paroxysrma}; unwell sometime before. Was
the patient. The warmth of the body should called hurriedly; bled to 8 or io ozs. from foot,
be maintained by hot external applications, and put the feet in hot water, and administered calomel
the respirations by electricity or the various and opium every two hours for two or threc dose
artificial methods, using as little violence as possible. followed by a brisk purgative. 1 also used dia.
At the same time stimulating enemata might be phoretics, quinine and tinct. ferri. mur. She got
given, those containing ammonia being preferable over the attack in a few days, ahhough not per-
to alcohol. fectly well, and lias had no more attacks since.

Was 'this passage of gall stones, or simple con-

HEPATIC NEURALGIA.

BY IIENRY BOGUE, M.D., VITTORIA, ONT.

1 propose to give you a few cases on the disease
termed "hepatic neuralgia" (Hepatalgia of the
French). As the ternis applied to this affection
are different, the fact would seem to imply a
different pathological condition. I am, however,
of the opinion that the condition answerable to
the symptoms cannot always be satisfactorily made
out. Great pain is always present when there is
passage of gall stones, congestion of parenchyma,
stoppage of gall duct, and in gastrodynia.

In hepatic neuralgia, congestion is probably at
the bottom of it all ; for by unloading the portal
system, immediate relief has always followed.
The cases are scarcely worth recording, but from
the fact that we seldom see anything similar in
journals. Stili, such cases make up a considerable
item in the medical man's practice in the country;
and therefore, such being the case, he should be
ready with the most appropriate treatment. The
first case occurring in my practice was in the year
i86o. Mrs. H., æt. 45, was seized with great
pain in 'the right hypochondrium shooting through
to the back ; pulse rather quick, 90. ; great per-
spiration ; some thirst; great tenderness over the
part affected ; respirations, about '25 per minute.

gestion, stretching the peritoneal covering?
Mrs. P., seized with great pain in the right

hypochondrium ; worse than any case yet seen;
bled to 8 or io ozs.; full doses of tinct. opii;
calomel and opium, a a. 2 grains, 3 Or 4 powders:
brisk purge ; nitro muriatic acid m full doses; pot
bi-carb. and pot. nitrate, aa. five grains, every 6
hours. She recovered in a few days, and con-
tinued well fcr a longer period than any time
before. This case was treated for a long time by
other medical men without success.

Mr. Henry B., of New Hamburg, complained
for eight or nine montlis of sudden and seveie pain
in the right hypochondrium, when he was obliged
to leave off work and call in a physician. Evrry
week or two the pain would recur, and this stat
of things continued for eight or nine months.
Being a stranger, I was called. He was bled to
eight or nine ozs. ; tinct. opii. was administered in
full doses for a few hours,-then calomel and opium,
followed by brisk purging, and diaphoreties. Quil-
ine pot. nitras and sodS bicarb were given thret
times a day for a fewdays, when he became quitewell,
and continued so for some time, until he escaped
my observation. His cure is remarkable, from the
fact of his being under treatment so long without.
benefit.

The next case was a Mrs. P., advanced in lif,
about 70 years of age, who was seized with great
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pain in the right hypochondriurm, nausea and vomit-
ing, great tenderness over lhe stomach. Tinct. opii.
was tried in large doses, so that I became uneasy
until the contents of the stomach were ejected,
ithout any benefit. Blood-letting was used to

eight or ten ozs. when the pain ceased as if by
Magic. Vith an additional dose of castor oil the

patient rapidly recovered, and lias had no more
such attacks since.

(To the Editor of the LAucrr.)

SIR,-I regret to say that the Medical Bill does
not answer the expectations of all the members of
the profession in Ontario, and no Act that would
please all could ever possifly become law, as it
would of necessity be not acceptable to the gene-
ral public. Your Correspondence columns, for
the last two years, have been principally remark-
able for three subjects:-1. Internal dissensions.
2. Abuse of men who laugh at our oesthetical rules.
3. And, alas 1 in more than one case, appeals to
the benevolent. Now, Sir, to every one of the
above heads, the chorus to each verse, I fear, is
"Money."

Question i.-Why should we pay money to this
Council?

The public will not grant us everything we desire,
so let the Board go " by the board." Men how-
ever forget one very important point,-that this
Board has had one beneficial effect, viz., that it
has prevented an influx of practitioners into our
already over-crowded ranks, while many younger
men, who have passed the examination and have
settitld in practice, fulminate diatribes in your
columns against the Act, Council and Board of
Examiners ; because, perhaps, some old woman
believed in another old woman of the opposite
sel, who probably sent his friend to the happy
hunting grounds and deprived his opponent of the
chance of making money by prolonging her misery.
To those the answer is very easy. I believe that
the examinations of the College are higher than
those of any teaching body in Canada ; for this
reason, that the questions which, 1, at least, have
en, are simpler and easier than those of the

teaching bodies. I mean that the questions given
by examiners in universities are frequently intend-

ed rather to adorn their calendars, than to be
answered by the student.

Is it not a niatter of astonishment that a certain
per centage of men were unable to pass our lower
examination, who had taken the higher degree of
M.D.; so that by comparison, I might not blunder
in spelling Encyclopedia, still I might be hope-
lessly ignorant of A B C? The intention of the
Council was to prevent the entrance of such pre-
tenders into our ranks, which to a great extent,
although not sufficiently so, has been attained
the men of the last few years are greatly in advance
of the iatro-protoplasms of the past, so far as
Canada is concerned at least, and ex-necessitate,
will reap their reward, though not all at once.
The answer then is very simple to Question r.-
Support your own interests, so as to make money.

Question 2.-Why should we (who have -passed)
pay money to this Council ? If the Council does
not receive support from other sources than the
graduating supply, it must necessarily collapse for
want of funds. The supply of graduates is not, as
fornerly, in excess of the country's demand.
Should, therefore, the Council fail from lack of
mean- Free Trade in Medicine will be the inevit-
able result--a consequence hoped for by the
Schools, longed for by the formerly alien corporate
bodies, and ruinous to the country practitioner.
I have a zertain knowledge of medical politics in
Ontario, and I regret to say that too many of our
clients think more, while employing the practi
tioner, of his religious tenets, than his professional
skill. Answer to Question 2.-Support your own
interests, so as not to lose money.

Question 3 .- Your appeal to the benevolent of
our profession for widows and orphans? Answer,
money.

Now, Sir, if it is admitted that there exists a
strong inducement in our profession to elevate (!)
it to a trade level, why not carry that principle out
ab initio by every trade rule, viz., organize ! organ-
ize ! organize ! I am perfectly aware that what I
have written will be distasteful to many, objected
to by others, and a point blank negative replied to
my assertions by some. Yet spite of all the va-
rious feelings that may be exhibited each by each,
according to the individual character of the man,
it ends in one proverb. I am sorry to pen it,
" Every one for himself and c. . . Then,
Sir, if I am correct in my propQsition that we as a

r
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body corporate in the community (I mean the Me- Ouir duty is not only to protect the public, but also
dical Fraternity of Ontario,) look rather to pecu- to guard carefully the interest of this ante-na/a/
niary advancement than to the encouragement of public.
the philosophical portion of our position let us With properly organized machinery brought to
throw a sop to Cerberus and proceed for money, bear on our legislatiors, the crininal law would lx
and if by making money we can use it for higher so changed that the regular men would not only
purposes in our profession, well and good. drive the scum to their proper habitat, viz., a too

Why not initiate an " Ontario Medical Associa- intimate acquaintance with Cannabis, or a prolong.
tion ?" The reasons for it are fourfold ; rst. To cd residence in hostitio Regina.
protect ourselves ; 2nd. To protect the public ; 3rd. To make our profession one that the family
To elevate our profession to such a pitch that the nediocrity be not considered as sufficiently capablt
philosopher, not the fool of the family should be 1The rewards in our profession are few and far be.
considered the fit one for our profession by the tween, and are, I regret to say. in the hands of tht
general public. 4th. To make money. rhere is member where the tempting bait lies, the const-
not the slightest doubt that had legislation quence being that men are tempted to prostitu!t
initiated the appointment of such a scheme, medicine for politics, and 'hence to make mony.
modelled on the British Medical Association at An association might be formed such as I think of,
home, many of the troubles incident to our Col- that would prevent that at least.
lege would have been avoided ; but at the same And lastly to make money. The Association
time when the late Dr. Parker's Bill becane law it would agree on a Tariff, not for sections or locali.
was only the precursor that a desire existed in the ties, but for the whole Province. This is the only
profession for reform as to present legislation. way to settle all difficulties. And as the farmer
Dr. Parker's Bill was a step in the right direction' becomes richer so he buys a pianoforte for his
so far as my first corollary is concerned, and each daughter, so when the country practitioner rises in
succeeding Act has become more favourable to our the social scale by the accumulation of wealth, we
mnterests. Truc there may be objections to sonie of may be able to see the microscope as the necessar
the details, but if we were " organized" we would object, rather than the boules that too frequently
be able to bring to bear such pressure on the Leg- cumber the studio of the medical man.
islature as would make it impossible to refuse us
protection. Supposing, therefore, that a scheme I ar afraid that this communication may be too
should be initiated similar to the British Medical long for your columns. If the little skiff I have
Association, but with this very important addition, fioated off be deemed worthy of discussion in other

viz,, that to it should be added in its formation and abler hands I know a prouder vessel will be

some such method as that which exists we will say lours truly,
among the Engineers on this continent, viz., a mu- ALPHA.
tual provident society ; that on the death of a
member of our Association each and every one of
the members pay a certain sum to the heirs of the
deceased member.

To protect the public! In this case I think the MEETING OF THE MEDICAL PRACTI.
public up to this time have been so well protected TIONERS OF THE COUNTY OF NOR-
that the great mass of theni look upon us as their FOLK.
natural enemies rather than as their protectors.
Of the masses we may say as was said of Cassio, A meeting of the Medical practitioners of the
" Cassio I love thee, but never more be officer of County of Norfolk having been called by Dr.
mine !" Alfred Bowlby, the last Vice-President of the late

If there is not an innate desire in the masses to Gore and Thames Association, (in the absence of
commit crimes that humanity loathes at, then we as the President, Dr. Clarke, M.P.P.) there wer
a profession should not be disgusted and horrified present the following gentlemen viz : Drs. BowlbJ
at the advertisements we see in the daily press. Bogue, Joy, Patterson, Sparrow, Hayes, R.

j
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Walker, Franklin, McKay, Phelan, Lutz, Taggart,
seagar, Marquis, Chadwick, Hagerman and Dun-
combe. Telegrans were received froi Drs.
McInnis, Stewart, and others regretting their iii-
ability to attend. Dr. A. Bowlby was appointed
Chairman, and Dr. R. C. Walker Secretary.

Dr. Bowlby briefly explained the object for
which the meeting was called, and desired that the
meeting discuss, firstly the secession from the
Profession sought to be obtained of the local
Legislature by the Honœopathic sect,-and sec-
ondly a consideration of the Medical Bill, to be
amended as suggested by the Execut've Comnittee
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Ontario.

Moved by Dr. Hayes and seconded by Dr. Joy
and carried unanimously,-

" That whatever may have been or may be our
views regarding the principle involved in combining
the various elements of particular dogmas into the
General Profession as at present effected by the
Ontario Medical Act for educational purposes, We
are umited in the belief that that Act lias been
practically beneficial in checking the presumption
of pretenders and in elevating the general stan-
dard of Medical Education, and that its repeal
would be detrimental to the welfare of the general
public.

Moved by Dr. Bogue, seconded by Dr. Hager-
man, and carried unanimously,-

" That inasmuch as the Homœopathic element
now enjoy, and under the late Medical Act will
continue to enjoy, equal rights and privileges with
the members of the General Profession, and of
the Eclectic body, the Act of independent Incor-
poration sought by it, while it shows a confession
of its weakness in fair and honest competition, is
nevertheless uncalled for and unnecessary, and the
separate powers which it asks of our Legislature
would be injurious alike to the public good, and
to the uniform system of general professional edu-
cation, aimed to be accomplished by our Canadian
Universities.

Moved by Dr. Lutz, seconded by Dr. Franklin,
and carried,-

<* That the Secretary be instructed to communi-
cate with our Representatives of the tvo Ridings
of Norfolk in the Ontario Legislature and solicit
theM to confer with the Executive Committee of
the Medical Council of Ontario, praying their aid

in urging the views embodied in the foregoing
resolutions upon the members of the Legislature
and of the Government, and to take such other
steps as they in their wisdom may deemn requisite
to carry then into effect.

The amendments to the Ontario Medical Act
and the communication from the Executive Coin-
mittee of the council of the College of Physicians
and Surgeons were then taken up.

The Chairman called upon Dr. N. O. Walker,
the fist Classical Examiner of preliminary subjects
for students, to state the progress made by the
Medical Council, and whether it would not be
prudent to lessen the number of members and
thereby lessen expenses. Dr. Walker briefly
stated the connection he had with the Medical
Council during the first few years of its existence.
He thought the representation not too large, and
connended the economy exercised by the Coun-
cil in appointing an Executive Committee, and in
reducing the numnber of examiners ; he alluded tu
the many good resuilts already effected. He
regarded that a Profession so important and influ-
ential as the Medical Profession should have an
examiner of its own, as the Law Society had-he
thought it a retrograde step when the Council ap-
pointed two separate examiners at Kingston and
Toronto. Uniformity in the preliminary examina-
tions was thus destroyed. He thought the Profes-
sion ought to assist in sustaining the Medical
Council in the absence of Government aid ; the
students ought not to bear the whole burden at
the threshold of a laborious and responsible pro-
fession.

After a long discussion it was moved by Dr-
Taggart, seconded by Dr. Sparrow, and carried,-

"That from our experience, we the Medical prac-
titioners of the County of Norfolk deeply feel
that our Provincial Government has not in the
past done its duty towards the health and lives
mven of our fellow citizens inasmuch as it lias not
protected them from being imposed upon by char-
latans and from being tampered with by unskilled
and incompetent pretenders :-That we, as nem-
bers of the Community having families, and know-
ing the evils of unqualified and ignorant quackery,
consider it the. bounden duty of the State (as in
all civilized European countries) to take care of
the lives and health of the sick and unfortunate,
and by penal enactinents restrain all except skilled

f
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and properly qualified and educated persons from
the practice of medicine and surgery."

Moved by Dr. Seagar, seconded by Dr. Patter-
son, and carried,-

" That this meeting is of the opinion that it is
the duty of our Legislature to grant a suflicient,
sum to meet the expenses of the General Council
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of On-
tario, inasmuch as they under the Medical Act
have the guidance and control over the necessary
requirements of those seeking to attain to the
responsible positions of guardians of the public
health and hand-maids of nature, and that until
such duty is recognized by our Representatives in
Parliament, tdie general profession should sustain
the Medical Council in their good work, and tLus
relieve the students, and at the same time demand
that penal clauses be added to the amended Act,
capable of restraining entirely the incompetent
unqualified and uneducated from tampering with
diseases and injuries.

Moved by Dr. Walker, seconded by Dr. Dun-
come, and carried,-

" That the Secretary be instructed to send a
copy of the above resolutions to the Secretary of
the Executive Committee, to the Editor of the
the " Canada Zanet," and to eachi of the Repre-
sentatives of this County in the Legislature of
Ontario.

An uniform tariff of fees, Surgical and Medical,
was then discussed, and the meeting adjourned
subject to the call of Chairman.

ALFRED BoWLBv, Cizairnan.
N. 0. WALKER, Secretary.

[The above resolutions are a fair reflex of the
views of the profession in all parts of the conntry.
Similar resolutions were adopted by a meeting of
the profession in Toronto a short time ago,-and
also by the Brant Co. Medical Association in
June last.]-Ed. L.

TREATMENT OF LACERATION OF THE
FEMALE PERINAEUM.

Dr. D. Hayes Agnew (/American Suplenent to
the Obsttriùal §ournal of GreatBritain and Ireland,
f7une, 7873) speaks, after further experience, with
great confidence of the value of his operation,
described in 1867 (Pennsylvania Hospital Re}orts),

for the cure of lacerations of the female perinieum.
The chief points of practical interest are the
closure of the recto-vaginal septum, and the restora.
tion of the perineal continuity at a single operation;
the use only of the interrupted wire suture, and no
lateral division of the sphincter. The bowels are
freely moved early in the day previous to the
operation, and one or two grains of opium are
afterwards administcred, in order to prevent the
descent of the feculent matter into the rectum.
After etherisation, the patient is placed on the
back, in the lithotomy position, the linbs supported
by assistants, and the sides of the laceration
denuded to the extent of one inch in breadth,
renoving the thinnest possible layer of tissue.
Next, the recto-vaginal sep'tum is freshened. This
is sometimes best done vith the scissors. A long
needle, supported on a handle-the eye being
near the extremity-is armed with an iron thread,
well coated with silver. Pr. Agnev uses for the
first suture, iron, in order that it may not break.
The needie is entered three-quarters of an inch
from the margin of the wvound, below its lowest
point, at the interior part of the ischio-rectal fossa,
and carried forwards and upwards, until it appears
on the middle of the vaginal surface of the septum,
just above the line of denudation ; the thread is
then picked out of the eye of the needle, and the
latter withdrawn, and made to pass unarmed
through the corresponding parts on the opposite
side, emerging on the septum, close to the first.
The wire is now passed through its eye, and, as
the needle is withdrawn, makes the complete
circuit of the wound, so that, when it is tightened,
the parts are pursed together. Two or three
other silver sutures are inserted, the blood carefully
sponged away ; or, what is better, vashed away
by a stream from a syringe, and the parts approxi-
mated, to favour which the limbs should be
brought together. To maintain the apposition,
perforated shot are run down the wires, and
clamped with a pair of compressing forceps. A
superficial suture is sometimes inserted with a
curved needle between the deep ones. The sub-
sequent treatment consists in securing the limbs of
the patient together, removing the urine two or
three times in the twenty-four hours, or by allow-
ing a self-retaining catheter to remain in the
bladder, having a small Indian-rubber tube
attached to its extremity, in order to conduct the
urine into a vessel properly placed. The bowels
are to be kept quiet for seven or eight days with
opium, and any painful accumulations of flatus in
the rectum are to be removed by carefully intro-
ducing a female catheter. The diet should consist
of milk, animal broth, eggs, cream, toast, and,
after the fifth day, some solid food. The stitches
are not to be removed until the seventh day; and
on that day, or the day following, the bowels should
be opened by sniall doses of castor oil, or some
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s.line, at considerable intervals (two teaspoonfuils
of oit every fourth hour). The utinost caution is
to be observed in securing the tirst evacuation.
Tihe nurse should be directed to support the nates
-the patient to avoid any strong straining effort ;;
and, if necessary, the contents of the rectum nay
be softened by throwing into the bowel, very

entliy, a little warn vater. The rectum may'
bcoie impacted with a large mass, the expulsion
of which would certainily tear asunder the tender
line of union ; and then it is proper to pick a
channel through the centre of the mass, until its
walls fall together, and it mnay safely be expelled.
(>nce opened, the bowels should be locked up for
iour or five da> s, im order that the cicatrix may
becoiie solid.

TRA\TMENT OF SPASMOD)C ASTHMA
à; CHLORAIL.

ny C. '. WIIAMS, M.D., F.R.C.P.

At a meeting of the Clinical Society oif London,
nctober 1oth, 1 >r Williams brouglt forward three
cases of spasmodic asthma treated by chlorail.
The first was that of a married womant, aged
twenty-three, from the Isle of Main. Various
remedies hau been tried mn vain. tOn ber arrivai
in towu, Dr. Williams did not at first pursue active
treatmsent, hoping that the chan of Chate migh t
give relief. l'he fit, howveier, conung on a'
isial, chloral vas given in twenty grain doses.
After the first dose sue fell asieep 1tr an ioir ;
after the second she slept a wiole night: and
a few more rendered ber breathing quite ulear.
The drug vas then omitted, and the p)atient
remained free from asthma for more than a week.
The second case was that of a lad. aged sixteen,
who iad been subject for six years to attacks
occuirring once a week and iastlmg thsree days.
Chlorail vas given during a severe paroxysmn, vith
the result of causing sleep and immssediate relief to
the breathing. He remaiumed in the Brompton
Hospital free irom attacks, in spite of several
threatenings of dyspncea, vhiclh were alvays
averteid by the timely administration of chloral.
Tie third patient was an unmarried voman, aged
twenty-seven, with a history of asthma of two
years' standing ; the attacks occurring every morn-
ing, lasting two or three hours, and often recurring
il, the forenoon. During a very severe one, which
necurred in the Brompton Hospital, a variety of
drugs were tricd with little effect. Chlioroform
inihalation gave some relief, but cused cardiac
intermission. 1-ypudermic injection of morphia
did good, but lier increasing hvidity precluded its
continuance. Chloral was then given in twenty-
grain doses, and the first dose induced slumber and
easy respiration. The drug was continued in

simaller dse for ulvards ol twof months, during
which tine the attacks seldom recurred, and. when
they did so, were extreneily mîid. Once the
chloral was omitted. and the asthma innediately
returned, but ceased on resumiing it. All the
cases vere conplicated by catarrial symptons, and
in the third case there vas considerable emphysema,
which diminished during the patient's stay in thie
hospital. Diermer, of Zurich, lad already used
chloral extensively in these cases. )-. Thedore
Villiams's own experience, founded mn upwards of
twenty cases, vas decidedly fav' rable to the use of
the hydrate of chloral in .pasmiodic asthma. In
only two cases had any untoward symptoms arisen.

1)r. Reginald Southey remarked that most cases
of athna showed a nervous (r hysterical tempera-
ment, and that if the disease depends distinctly on
a neurosis, the drug acted as a stimulant, anid so
did good. ln one case that had come under his
notice, nitrite oi amyl vas decidedly beneficial,
though the effect wvas only tempi 1rary.

Dr. A. P. Stewart, in compliienting Dr. Wil-
liams on his paper, observed that chloral hydrate
was a very uncertain remsedy, that it sometimes
caused great and alarming depression of the circu-
lation, and usually extreme irritation, with affection
of the eyes, etc. le (Dr. Stewart) believed rather
in the efmcacy of large d&ses of bromide of
potassium, which, in his opinion, vas a less perilous
remcdy than chloral hydrate.

M1r. Nunn asked Dr. Williams if any of his cases
were due to spec ial diet, and rem.rked that
%arious articles of food, a- rie, wiil in so'me per-
s(ilns cause symiptoms akin to suffocation.

I>r. Wilhams, in replyig, did not agree with Dr.
Southey as to the stilumant properties of chloral.
demurred to the dangers attendng its administra-
tion indicated by lDr. Stewart, and thoucht il a
sare renedy, inasnuch as very few ü*itai case-
resulting from its use are recorded,although it is now
well known as a domestic medicine. Hie lteiîeved
that the cases recorded in his paper were, due, not
to diettc. but to climnatic causes.-Lan/ Hia/f
yearl) abstract.

[We have tried this renedy in spasmodic asthma
and can fuslly endorse the statements <i Dr. Wil-
liams.1- Ed. L

SANITARY SCIENCE.

ln a very exhaustive discourse delivertd at the
Birmingham Town Hall, and published in a
Professor Corfield alluded to sanitary s( ienue as a
thing of yesterday, comparatively speaking ; but
sanitary art, the art of preserving the health,
whether of individuals or of communities, he re
marked, has been studied and practised for ages.
S-initarv science' is the latest and highest develop-
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ment of niedical science because of the extreme Knowledge is power," and as we come to knorw
importance of its objects and results. It is the ' .nore of the conditions whidi favour the spread q
study of the causes of discases, and it points out diseases, as we do daily, it is our own fault il %
the means of preventing them; and 1 am sure, neglect to use the power which that knowled, Î,
continued the lecturer, you arc all agreed that i gives us. There are two conditions of insalubrig
" prevention is better than cure;" as Rollet of which are pre-eminent. I hardly know which 1,
Lyons well said, " Medicine cures individuals, hy- place first. The one is overcrowding, and th
giene saves the masses." But while we contrast other the accumulation of refuse matters in and
hygiene (another name for sanitary science) with 1about dwellings. These conditions were thost
curative medicine, we must not forget that it is al- which especially fivoured the spread of the fearfi
together a medical science, and that its great lights plagues of the middle ages , as a resulit of oyeî.
have been all medical men (mind, I am not speak- crowding we have a deteriorated condition of tte
ing of the art now, but of the science), and this is air, from the diminution of the amount of its mop
necessarily so, and always nust be so. I have said essential constituent, oxygen , and, worse stili, w
that sanitary science is the study of the causes of have it rendered foul by the exhalation of decom,
diseases, of the modes in which they originate, and posng organic matters froni the bodies of the pe.
in which they spread from one person or place to sons breathing it. Such a state of air is especiall
another. It is therefore only those who are ac- favourable to the multiplication of the poisons cf
quainted with disease that are competent to deal diseases ; such a state of the air is also brough:
with it all, and these are those who have made about by the non-removail of refuse natters fro:
medical science generally their special subject. the vicinity of habitations.
You sometimes hear it said that medical men don't I consider that one of the nost important cou.
know much about diseases. just think what this clusions that the study of sanitary science L
means; disease has been studied by earnest men forced upon us lately is the conclusion that th
in all its various forms for thousands of years; ex- immediate removal of refuse m.ltters is one of tb
periences have been recorded, comparisons made ; first necessities of the healthy existence of a com.
the effects of remedies noted from generation to munity. There are those who would have yoù
generation, and yet we are asked to believe that believe that refuse matters may be rendered i.
medical men don't know anything about diseases ; nocuous in one way or another, su that they mai
the thing is absurd on the face of it. * 'e * be kept with safety in and near to houses. Don

But if sanitary science is a thing of yesterday, listen to them ; the principle is vrong- -radical
such is not the case with the observation of sani- wrong. Depend upon it that the true method ist'
tary facts, nor with the practice of sanitary art, an d get rid of such matterb at once, and in the simple.
while it is true that sanitary science is essentially possible way, and that is the cheapest plan in the
and entirely a medical study, and is necessarily so, end. Show me a town where refuse matters ant
it is equally true that the practice of the art of pre- kept-no matter how they are treated-and I w
serving the health is not only possible to all, but is show you a town where the standard of vitalitys
a duty which devolves upon all. In all ages we low ; I will show you a town with a high death
have had writers on this subject. From all coun- rate, especially among .hildren. Medical Pret
tries we may learn useful lessons about it. From
the times of Hippocrates, Galen, and Celsus we
have had records of the results of observations on
the methods of preserving the health ; from the
time of Moses we had lawgivers imposing sanitary
conditions of existence upon unwilling, because
ignorant populations. We look upon the immense
engineering work undertaken and carried out by
the Romans to supply their towns with pure water
with astonishment, and we turn round and see our
own towns supplied from polluted rivers, or, worse
still, from shallow wells dug in the soil upon which
they themselves stand, well supplied in most cases
chiefly by the foul water which lias percolated from
the surface of the ground. We have found out in
later times that one of the main c.nditions of the
health of communities depends on the purity of
the drinking water, and we see that the Roman en-
gineer., by having to go to a considerable distance
for water - order to get it to a sufficient height in
their cities, accidentally, as it were, fulfilled one of
the most important of sanitary requirements.

and Circu/ar.

PLANTS IN SLEEPING ROOMS.

In a recent number of the St. Lois AMedicalad
Surgical 'ournal is a letter from Mr. Kedzie, t
which he quc.es a paragraph from Professor Job
son's " How Crops Feed," in which it is statd
very correctly that the quantity of c.arbonic ac'
absorbed by day by plants in direct light is vaA
greater than that exhaled during the niglit. Ac
cording to Coi enwinder's experiment, fifteen L:
twenty minutes of direct sunlight enable the cobl
the pea, the bean, the raspberry, and sunflower I
absorb as much carbonic acid as they exhale dur
a whole night. Boussingault found as the averil
of a number of experime1 -s that a square metC
oleander leaves decomposed in sunlight rio8 lid
of carbonic acid per hour; in the dark the sa
surface of leaf exhaled 07 litre (each litre is eqtý1
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to about two pints and one-eight) of this gas. Froni lias refece to the question of hernia. Is the
this it would appear that the balance is likely to be tumor fron the abdominal cavity? Should the
in favour of their utility in purifying the air, espe- surgeon be able to isolate the growtl at ils neck
rially as during the day they eliminate oxygen. In from the abdominal cavîty by the tiunb and
order, however, to determine the point, Mr. Ked- finger thc question is or at once decidcd, for
lie collected air from the college green-house, in ahnost ail scroi tumors can be so isolated, it
which there were more than 6ooo plarts, before being quite exceptional for any to pass up the
sunrise, and after the room had been closed mlore cord so far as the internai ring. Rare cases
than twelve hours. The average of five analysis of vaginal hydroccle, or h&niatoccle, in which the
showed that there were 3-94 parts of carbonic acid tunica vaginalis is open up to the internai ring,
in ro,ooo of a'r, and it thus appears that the air in forrn an exception.
the greenhouse vas better than " pure country air," "This important prciiminary point having
which contains 4 parts in io,ooo. To ascertain been decided, the nature of the growîh daims our
whether the air in the greenliouse had more car- attention next.
bonic acid by night than by day Mr. Kedzie an- I Is it a hydrocele or a iumatocele? Is it the
alysed two specimens at 2 p.m. These gave '4o product of inflammation or of tubercular disease?
and 1'38 parts -i carbonic in i o,ooo, or an average Is h a nev growvîh altogether, and if so, is h inno-
of 1·39 parts, showing that the night air contained cent in its nature or malîgnant?
more carbonic acid than did the air of the ( hay. Shoud the tumor prove translucen by trans-
On the whole, il May be safeiy conciuded shat the nmited light, the existence of a hydrocele may
presence of one or îwo dozen plants in a rooni %ill fairly be decided, alqhout gh the for of this affec-
lot exhale enough carbonic acid by nigct to injure lion may yet be doubtfhl. Ii it an ordinary

the sleep)ers.-Lillicoi. vaginal hydrocele, or is il encysted? Should the
tumor bc large, even, and pvritorir, and should the

mtestis b found, either by means of manipulation or
by the opacity displayedat one spot on transmit-

DIAGNOSIS bF SCROTAL TUMORS. ting light-a the posterior part of the tumor-
vaginal hydrocele oray a suspeced; but shouid

BT THIOMAS 1RVANT, F.R.C.S., SURGEON To Luy', the testis exist in front or at one side, and shou d
HOSPITAL. the tugnor be small and have been of very slow

growth, and should be riore or less gobula or
nWe quote the folowng passage as an examcd h e eviently multilcular, a cysic hydrocele may

of the practical method wth whth Mr. Bryano probabily be diagnosed. the fappong of the
tamor, ne nl, however, sette the diagnosis; for in

deals ith a subjec] vaginal hydrocele the fluid will be more r less

fil propose nov to consider the subject <if st-aiv-coiored and albuminous;- in the encysted- it
diagnosis of scrotal tumors as a whole, 1t describe will be thin, non-aaminous, pale, and probably
the train of thoug.t as il passes through the opalescent, containing on microscopical examina-
surgeon's nbind in his attempt to diagnose thumor lion granules and spermatozoa.
of tDe testis, and t point ou the special sympoms, in lhe presence of hydrocele is thus readily
or their combination, as they tend 10 indicate the decided in the majority of cases, but in rare or old
p-esence ofsany special affection. Fuly recognizing instances the tumor at times opaque, thus con-
the great difficulgy so frequntly experienced in plicating the diagnosis The hisory of these
formng a positive opiniog as sa the nature of a cases will, howtver, tend 0 throw much light upon
scrotal tumor, belitve that a near approximation the point, for iila go a cerainty reveal a disease
to truth May generally be made when the history of vtry long tanding ; the tuhor diil b probably

df the case and ils special sympoms are carefully painless and flucuating, and the testis ile b
weighed, and I arnot disposed to place amongst wade ou in its usual position at the posterior part
the impossible the diagosis of a scrotal tumor, of the tac. Should a doubt exisl, a puncture with
because occasionally great difficulty May be an exploringY trocar and canula will decide the
expericnced, or il may be beyond cur powver 10 question, fcr in these cases lluid will be drawn off
forn any positive iniog upon the roiug Therc of a dark color, loaded wich cholesterine.
are gradations of probabiiity in al our conclusions We will now pass on the consideration of
as t the diagnosis of any disease; a certainy, tumors which are not transucent, and not hydrocele,
untainted by failacy or doubt, is rarely obained a d i is here that the surgeon experierces rne
and I tae it, wi e are as oftei correct in o pr dfficuty in his diagnosis, for almost a ol the diseases
judgment s a scrotal tumor as we are of any other of the testis are isidtoe in their growth, andi mos
affection, ire painless in their development. The hesatocele

igThe firs point te surgeon has am dcide on usall ois upon sone strain or injury, and
being consulted as t the nature of a scrotal tudor, increasrkvith olerable rapidity o le a ertain point
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and is accompanied with.pain which soon subsides; they are likewise painless, and readily allow r
it then becomes stationary as to size, and remains free manipulation. The natural sensation of the
torpid for a variable period, Mhen pain again organ also disappears. They are unacconpanied
appears with other signs of inflammation. The with a hydrocle, and also involve only one organ.
presence of the testis is also to be made out by They have a more elastie and fluctuating feel than
manipulation towards the posterior part of the the cystic, and the inflammatory enlargements, and
organ. The surface of the tumor is alvay smoot, when their outine is unequal or bossy, the projec.
more or less oval or pyriform, and semi-clastic or tion, is generally softcr than the other portion of
fluctuating. the tumor. An exploring ncedie, or trocar and

" The inflammatory affections of the testis have a canula, rarely, if ever, r&eals the nucoid fiuid so
peculiar shape, being literally flattened ; they are characteristic of a cancer. In the preceding table
usually accompanied at some period of their course the chief points of difference in the several chronic
with tenderness and pain, and often associated afiections of the Lesticles are clearly shown."-
with fluid in the tunica vaginalis. In the syphilitic IJaý(yeary abstract of uled. Sciences.
inflammation this fluid is often copious. Both
organs are also generally involved, either together
or at different times. The tumor is usually some-
whiat tender to the touch, and bias a firm fibrous AUSCULTATION AS AN AID TO THE
feel, unlike the semi-elastic and half-fluctuating DIAGNOSIS 0F STONE N THE
sensations given by the cystic or carcinomatous BLADDER.
disease. as very chronic cases the testis oayn

owevcr, be perfectly painless, and wil aillow ow HENRY nd HEAD, M.D. PHYSICIANn TO TH
any aTnhunt of manipulation aitmrout distress ; thef
natural testicular sensation iih a soon have disap- a

peared. In syphilitic disease the surface of the Dr. tHead states that le sounded gentleras
tumor wvill probably be irregular, with firm badder and as pretty sure that hle detected a
fibrous outgrowths in different parts and in the stone, but did not think the evidence absolutel
tunica aibuginea. conclusive, hen it occurred to hi to try auscul.

"In the tubercular affection of the epididymis tation, to se if it would assist his diagnosis. He
or testis there should flot be any difficulty in the accoringly apphied one end of an Indian-rubbe
diagnosis, for the tubercular deposit, as a rule, T Htube to the top of the catheter Eith which he was
takes place unaccompanied with any pain, or any examinig him, and the other to his ear, and ai
symptoon beyond that produced by its deposition. once heard, with the greatest distinctess, the
dien deposited in masses-its usual form-it instrument stritte the stone. he evidence affor
feels vike some foreiga body introduced into the d as so conclusive that there could no longer TE
body of the gland or of the epididymis; it is at any doubt on the subject.
first quite painless and unproductive of any He adds: "Since I saw the above .ase, I have
symptoms, these only appearing when the material prformed my experiments with substances n
begins to soften down, and excite some inflam- various sizes and degrees of hardness, placed ina
matory action in the parts around. The tuber¡ bladder distended ith water, and have neverfl
cular material may be deposited in one mass or ed to discover them by the sense of hearing, hir
more masses, thiese subsequently, perhaps, coalescing I have found much more delicate than that Q
into an irregular induration. When suppuration touch. Even a small piece of soft chalk, He-
takes place, the diagnosis is complete. larger than a pea, can be most easily detected

The cystic or simple tumors of the testis are the slightest touch of the catheter or sound belà! d
painless from the beginning, painless during their conveyed to the car, when it could not be rec
growtn, as wpl as on manipulation, and are to be nized by the hand. ti
recognizepi. by purely negative symptoms. They |II feel confident this method of appl o-
attract the patienes observation ony from their auscultation will afford most material aid to b*.
size; can be liandled without exciting pain, and surgeon in forming a diagnosis in doubtful scube
are usually free from even the natural sensation of The apparatus used by him cons ts if h
the organ upon pressure. They are slow in their vulcanized Indian-rubber tube, about eightees.
prc,, :ss, uniform. in their outline, and more or less twenty four inches long, to one end of which ' Ph
globular; are a days confined to one gand; are ivory car-pice is attachd, similar to that usdn
rareiy accompanied with fuid in the tunica ear-truphets; and into the other end is insert fa
vaginati ; and, on being punctured, emit only a a metalic plug, with a tapering ond protrudi'
more or less blood-stained glairy mucus. whic, e should be pressed tightly into the canal d

"The cancerous tumors of the organ are more the catheter; or, if a solid sound is used, the
rapid in their deveiopinpant than the cystic-a on the tube, ithout the plug, may be fastened a
year's growth, as a mne, giving a large tumor; it.-Zrish Hospital Gazette. H. Y Absttaact.
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TWrO NEW METHO DS OF RECTAL LITHO. of this wound, in such wise as to form a rounded
TOMY. flap, convex below. This flap is lifted up, then

dissected. The niembranous portion of the
Dr. Theodore Schaffer ( Viertel/ahrschrift fur urethra is then reached, which is divided, as well

Iraf. elkunde) describes twt new methods of as the prostate, to an extent propottionate to the
lithotomy, whiclh lie calls, i. recto-vesical litho- supposed extent of the stone. Some points of
tony ; 2. recto-urethro-prostatic lithotomy. By suture are then applied to the prostate and the
the recto-vesical lithotomny, we penetrate directly flap, which falls back and applies itself to the spot
into the bladder. This operation is performed in by its own weight. The author considers the ap-
five stages. The first comprises the preliminary plication of suture very important in these cases,
dilatation of the rectum and Hie bladder. The dila- to avoid fistulS. In the operations of rectal
tation of the rectum is intended to facilitate lithotomy, where the parts divided have thus been
the access of instruments. It is effected by the brought together, cure was obtained once in eightaid of Sims's speculum, slightly modified. The days, and once in eleven days, without leaving any
rectal walls are further separated by means of fistula.-Brit. Med. /ournal.
hooks of metal wire. The dilatation of the blad-
der is intended to increase the projection which
ils base forms in the rectum, to separate laterally
the seminal vesicles, and thus to remove them A SAFE METHOD 0F INDUCING PRFr
from the field of operation, and finally to elevate MATURE LABOR.
the peritoneal cul-de-sac which is thus protected.
This dilatation is obtained by injection of air, or uv BEVERLEY R. MORRIS, M.D., NOTTINGHAM.
preferably, of carbonic acid gas, the latter being
better borne. When the'bladder is very irritable, The process that Dr. Morris describes is by
this injection of gas is not made until after the galvanism, as far as he is aware by an entirely
patient lias been placed under chloroforu. In the different appication of the principle from any be-
second stage, dissecting forceps are applied above fore attenpted. The principle involved vas intro.
the base of the prostate. The rectal mucous duced by Mr. Dancer, of Manchester, nany years
membrane is. pinched up transversely, and the ago, for the puapose of arresting post-partum
fold longitudinally incised. In the third stage, hemorrage, and tlis it undoubtedly effected satis-
the muscular layer of the rectum is similarly factorily; but the apparatus ivas so cumbersome,
divided. In the fourth, the prostatic perineal that feiv practitioners could carry it about with
aponeurosis is seized, drawn through the rectal them, and, probably from this cause, it vas neyer
wound, and divided longitudinally, after it lias generally used. The instrument invented by Mr.
been ascertained that the incision will not affect Dancer was so arranged that one pole of the gai-
cither the seminal vesicles or the deferent canals. vanic current could be introduced into the uterus,
In the fifth stage, the base of the bladder (exam- while the other vas applied over abdomen;
ined first with the same precautioni is longitudin- it vas s0 constructed that either - r-ontinuous or
ally incised by the aid of scissors, which are con- an interrupted current cc'uld be applied. The
ducted altig a groove in the catheter. The instant effect was a poverful contraction of the
incision is made to an extent proportional to t!he uterus, and a subsequeît cessation hemorthage.
presumed size of the stone, but alvays taking care The application of this principle to the induc-
nOt to injure the peritoneum. The stone can tion of premature labor was made by Mr. John
then be extracted. A few points of suture are 1 Varley, surgeon, of Nottingham The mode of
then applied by a form of needle invented and uing this instrument, modified by Mr. Varley, is to
described by the author as greatly facilitating the insert the metallic point vithin the os uteri and
operation. The second method is named by the then, placing the other pole to the abdomen, pass
author laterai recto-prostatie iithotomy. Lt is a slight continuous current through the uterus for
especially applicable to young subjects, with a ten minutes Or a quarter of an hour. This induces
new ,to avoid injuring the peritoneal cul-de-sac, a dilatation of the os, which is further increased by
which in theni descends very lov, As in the first substituting a larger conica poirt and again con-
Method, the bladder and rectum are first dilated; tinuing a gente curreht for a few minutes In
the catheter is then introduced into the bladder. each case in which this rethod had been used so
The sound may easily be felt in the mnembranous far, labor has followtd in two or three days; but,
Pirt of the urethra, and the prostate explored. should this fot be the case, h will only be requisite
Half a centimeter beloiv the border of this organ, to apply the current daily until it does. The
afold is caught by a strong forceps, includmg the safest way is to expose the os uteri by a speculum,
'mucous and musculer layers of the rectum. When ivhich may then be withdrawn over the instrument.
Once all the layers of the rectum are divided, i The great portability of the instrent and battexySinali oblique incisions are made at the extremities c will allow it to be readily carried in the pocket, and
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it is always ready for use at a moment's notice; after waking up, be pinched or prickcd without
and the induced current seems to me amply suffi- exhibiting any sign of feeling, although he walkc<1
cient for the purpose. The arrangement for giving about and knew his master's voice. Some such
a continuous or broken current is very simple, and effect as this is seen when a dose of chloral hydrate
entirely and instantly within the operator's power. is taken soon after morphia bas been injected

The instrument consists of a metallic sound, hypodermically. No cases would be more appro-
covered, except at the point, with a non-conduct- priate for the cautious employment of such treat-
ing material, and having a metallic connection at ment than those in whiclh the passage of gall-stones
the handle, and so arranged as to be either broken is producing unpreventable agony.
or continuous by a touch of the finger. This The treatment of gall-stones Dr. Habershon (a)
intermediate part is connected with one pole of the divides into that which is calculated to relieve the
battery ; while the other pole is attached to a paroxysm ; that which lessens the jaundice; and
metalic tube or conductor for external application, ,thirdly, that whicl is designed to prevent the
either direct or througlh the hand of the operator. I recurrence of the attack. As to the first, the
It is manifest that there are other cases in which it intensity of the pain calls for immediate attention,
may be most usefully employed, as, for instance, and by means of the hypodermic injection of
in sluggish or atonic labor, and other similar morphia and the inhalation of chlcroform we are
states.-Brit. Med. y7ourna/. Half-yearly abstract enabled to afford considerable relief; these means
of fed. Science. are much more effective and better than the internal

[It may be employed with success in chronic use of opium, whicli is with difficulty absorbed,
1 and has sometimes been given in such large doses

constipation of an obstinate nature, one pole ot the as to endanger the life of the patient. Externally
battery of the proper shape is introduced into the hbt fomentations may be jpplied, or, what is more
rectum and * other is applied over the abdomen. effectuai, the mixed chloroform liniment, belladona
This should be continued for ten minutes or a liniment, and aconite liniment-half an ounce of
quarter o an hour, and repeated daily.]-Ed. L. the two first, and a dracham of the latter. If the

quarterbowels are confined, they should be acted upon by
_____________a free inercurial purgative and warni saline draught,

or by an enema.
ON GALL-STONES. In hastening the removal of the jaundice, un-

stimulating diet and gentle action on the bowels
Schiff thinks that these calculi are formed ofand the saline

cholesterin, not because this substance is forned minerai waters are often of great assistance, bt
in too great abundance, but because the bile oes must be administered ith caution. Alkalies may
not contain the principles which maintain it i b e o with advantag e, b in ltatingh
solution. These are the cholates and choleates of dischag i npise biet morssenîng
soda and potassa, more than the alkalinity of the oe i aion. at reat an also
bile which dissolves the cholesterin. Schiff there- e
fore advises the administration of eight grains there is nuch irritation to the pyloric region of the
choleate of soda, to be given twice daily, and stomach and the first portion of the tluodenum.
increased until " saturation" is indicated by Bismuth with akalies is of some value in diminish-

irreulaity f te plseivhch ecoms soi~ing this gastric sensibility; but, wvhile antustheticsirregularity of the pulse, whichi becomes slow 5
during repose and accelerated by the least effort. and anodynes afford immediate relief, and alkaes
The dose may then be diminished, but not entirely promote recovery, a great amount of patience is
suspended-a considerable time, a week at least required by the medical attendant, a well as by
being required for the remedy to produce ameliora' the patient, lest the disease be aggravated by over-
tion of the symptoms. active treatment.-Yze Doctor.

Gall-stones are exceedingly common at Carlsbad,
and Dr. Pichler, of that spa, gives (Memorabilien,
December, 1873,) some interesting notes on treaJ THE CURE AND CRAVING FOR STIMJ
menta te obtains the bestoresuets froer sub-cuta- LANTS.

eeous injections of morphiac followed by a dose
of chloraI by the stomach. lIt is certain that the DR. BUNTON lias been writing letters to the

bowels are c oed they shoudactduon by

effect of chlorai may be greatly increased by pre- Byritish asn e r n m a ke
ceding it by morphia hypodermically, so much 5 I ness caused b the craving for stimulants feit by
that the effect lias been sometimes too great, so some people. Ne furnishes prescriptions which he
that, although Dr. Pichmer is supported by Nuss- believes will overcome this craving, and thich, we
baum and others, caution is required. By meansma
of narcein, succeeded by chloroform, Rabutea d (a) Lettsonian Lectures for 1872, "On Diseases oe th

roduced such an effect on a dot thoat he could, fLiver."
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presume, are to be obtained by his readers at the BLOOD-STAINS.
nearest themists. Here are two of them:-

"ist. Put a quarter of an ounce of sulphate of A commission composed of several eminent
iron and half an ounce of magnesia in an ordinary physicians bas recently, at the instance of the
quart bottle, and fill it up with peppermint water. Medîco-Legai Society of Paris, made an investiga-
A ýine-glassful to be taken three or four times a tion and supplied a report on the tests for blood
(ay. Instead of the peppermint water an infusion in blood-stains. The report appears in the "An-
of dried peppermint may be used. It may be nales d'Hygiène" for July, and a good translation
made stronger or weaker according to the taste of bas been made of the paper by Dr. Denig, vhich
the patient, and should be allowed to cool before has been published in the Cincinnai Lancet and
it is added to the sulphate of iron and magnesia. Observer for October. The examination of a blood-
A little gum-arabic or gum-tragacanth added to the stain may be divided into three parts-the histo-
mixture will keep the magnesia better suspended, logical, the chemical, and that by means of spectm
but this may perfectly well be omitted. The bot- analysis. As regards the histological investigation
tieshould be shaken before the dose is poured- out. littie need be said. The form and size of blood-
2nd. Take an ounce of quassia chips and pour globules in man are so characteristic that if any of
over them as much cold water as will fill three the blood can be obtained in a fluid state no diffi-
quart boules. Let them stand an hour, and then culty should arise in their determination; fortu-
strain. Add to the strained liquid 6y% fluid nately also they preserve their characters to a great
drachms of the solution of iron, sold under the extent vhen dried, and if treated with appropriate
name of 'Liquor Ferri Rerchlorida.' Two table- reagents they ray then be also easily recognized.
spoonfuls or half a wineglassful to be taken three To this end it is important that the addition of
or four times a day. The iron solution may be pure water should be avoided, as the corpuscles
measured out with a teaspoon, one teaspoonful swell up and become invisible. The littie speck of
being equal to one fluid drachm ; but teaspoons dot should be allowed to macerate in some fluid
vary in size, and it is therefore better to use. a glass similar to the serun of the blood, of which a good
measure, which may be bought at any chemist's." imitation may be made by dissolving four parts of

No doubt there are many cases in which chaly- chloride of sodium and three hundred parts of
beate is indicated, but it maybe questioned whether white of egg in twenty-seven hundred parts of
it would not be wiser of those who wish to try the vater. Another fluid is the iodised serum of
plan to ask a medical man first. The value of such Schultze, which is made from amniotic liquor to
advice is indicated by the following remarks ap- which a few drops of tincture of iodine have been
pended by Dr. Brunton to the recipes we have added. A solution of one-haif per cent. of coi-
quoted mon sait in distilled water is also a good menstruum.

Wlien minute dlots have been macerated according
"When the person's tongue is pale, flabby, and to their age, from a few minutes for a recent speck

marked with the teeth at the edges, the second pre- to a day or two for one of some years' standing,
scription may be found more useful than the first. they become discoloured, and the presence offib-
When there is any tendency to flatulence the first ne and whit coipuscles may then be recognized
should be taken a quarter of an hour before meals; under the microscope. Even when the red cor-
and if either of them causes uneasiness when taken puscles can no longer be discerned. but more satis-
on an empty stomach, they should be used imme- factorily if some of the fresh blocd can be obtained,
diately after meals. its presence may be determined by means of the

"In presence of a robust habit and florid com- spectroscope. If a few drops of lood be added
plexion, the following prescription, which I owe t to a little water, s0 as to confer upon it a delicate
the kindness of Mr. John Groom, of Hampstead,in thetah e unds ore er.ial than eithe, of Hpte opening of the spectroscope, the luminous rays ofmay be found more servicable than either of the
Preceding. Add one ounce of bruised genetin the spectrum which pass through the Iiquid present
root to one quart of boiling water. Let this stand two bands of absorption between the unes D and

hours ; then strain off the liquor, and add two E Frauhofer in the yellow and green. These
form hofrs; aeo mmna .%vnga bands are the samne as those that occýùr with a solu-drachms of carbonate of am monia A wes tion of the crystals of w gmoaiobin. On the addi-
thi may be taken two ort tion of reducing agents, as hydrogen, or tartrate of
the craving comes o.the oxide of tin, to the blood, the spectru of

"This prescription was used by Mr. Fox, (now reduced hSmoglobin is obtained, characterised by
of Brighton) when surgeon to Bedford Jail. a single absorption-band as large as the two bands
Though I have recommended it in certain cases of unreduced limmoglobin, and commencing a littie
in preference to the other prescriptions, it may be to the Ieft of the une D Of Fraunhofer. The next
Used by all who are addicted to the use of intoxi- proceeding is to obtain crystals of the chiorohy-cating d-inks."--ilkd. Press and Circdar. idrate of hmatin. A little of the blood is placed
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on a glass slide, and dissolved by the addition of a successive enploynient of both the guaiac and the
drop of water, and an exceedingly snall quantity ozonised ether, the stai: on the cloth or other sub-
of chloride ofsodium is then added. A thin-glass stance is not due to the colouring miatter of the
cover is then superimposed, and a little glacial blood. It wdl thus be seen that in any suspected
acetic acid is allowed to pénetrate beneath the glass case, in order to arrive at a definite conclusion ir
cover. Tlie slide is held over a spirit-lamp to the regard to the presence of blood, the expert should
point of ebullition under the microscope ; highly i ahvays in the very beginning divide the matter at
characteristic crystals will now be seen, or if not, his disposal into four parts, using the first in histo-
a little more acid may be added, and the heat re- logical analysis, the second for spectral, the third
applied. The crystals are small, rhombohedral, for the production of crystals, and the fourth for
and of a dirty-brown colour, and with a little prac- Taylor's guaiaic process.-Lancet.
tice can be obtained from a quantity of blood
scarcely recognisable by the naked eye.

Finally, resort may be had to the chemical test
with tincture of guaiacun. For this purpose a
tincture of guaiacum is prepared by digesting a por- TREATMENT OF FISTULA IN ANO BY
tion of resin, taken fron the centre of a large piece, THE ELASTIC LIGATURE.
in alcohol of the density of 800; in another vessel
some binoxide of hydrogen (antosone) is mixed BY WILLIAIM STOKES, F.R.C.S.,
with some pure sulphuric ether and preservcd in a
cool place secured from light. When the tissue on 1>rofebsor of surgery, royal College of Surgeons, Ireland.
which the suspected spot is situated is white, and
can be washed, it shonld be placed in a small cap- As the substitution of the elasticligature for the
sule of glass or porcelain, and moistened with a knife in many surgical operatior3, a method
little cold distilled water in order to entirely dis- recommended originaliy by Signor Silvestri, of
solve the stain. The liquid is then dec4nted, and Viuenza, and recently adopted and strongly advo-
a few drops of the tincture of guaiacum anu ozon- cated by Professor Dittel, of Vienna, is now
ised ether are then added. When blood is present largely engaging the attention of the surgical pro.
the liquid immediately acquires a blue or greenish- fession both at home and abroad, a few particulars
blue colour. The suspicious stains are not unfre- of a case of fistula in ano, recently operated on by
quently found on vestments of different colours me in the Richmond surgical Hospital by this
and material which deprive then of their character- method, vill probably be read vith interest.
istic brown appearance, or render them nearly in William M., mt. 48, a strong, muscular man, of
visible. When such is the case, or they have been irritable temper and intemperate habits, vas ad-
imperfectly w'ashed out, Dr. Taylor recommends mitted into my wards in the Richnond Hospital
the foilowing method of procedure :-The suspect on December ioth, 1874, suffering from fistula in
ed portions of tissue are moistened vith distilled ano. Six years previously he suffered froelnd.
water. Two or three sheets of white blotting-paper, abscess at the left side of the anus, which as
previously tested by the guaiac process, are forcibly opened wvhile he was in Whitvorth Hospital, uncler
pressed on the moistened surface over the spots. itreatent for an attack of the delirium tremes.
If they be due to the colouring atter of the b rood, No fistula resulted from this opening. Tivo years
a stain of a red or a yellowish-red tint is communi- subsequently he suffered again fron an abscess in
cated to the paper. A few drops. of the guaiac this situation, and in September, 1873, another ab-
tincture should now be ailowed to fala on these scess formed, which burst, and a blind exterrl
spots on the paper. Should a bbte colour imme- fistula resuated.
diately become rnanifest, the presence of lood is On examination shortly after ips admission into
doubtful, and a physico-chemicam examination must the hospital, I perceived the external opening of the
be niade both with te spectrunm and search for fistula, situated at about an inch and a quartet
hoeWatin crystals in order to determine the absence to the Meft side of the anus. On introducing a
or presence of blood. If, on the other hand, the director in the fistula, i round that it passed
stains on the blotting-paper undergo no change in upwards and inwards to an unusuai height, and
colour on the addition of the tincture of guaiacnn, aiso that it has incomplete. In consequence,
a few drops of the ozonised ether are pored on. therefore, of the great length of the fistula, and
As in the former case, if blood be present the stain tbe distance of the external orifice from the antis,
on the paper gili acquire a bine colour, varying I considered it a suitable case for treatient bythe
froes a pale sky-bue to a dep indigo, in proportion elastic ligature, as by the ordinary operatio n
to the abount tf bood present It mst not be owing to the amrount of tissues which would have
forgotten, however, that the presence of nasal mu- had to be divided by the knife, the hanmorrhge
cus, saliva, or ot ps wia l give ris to sinilar results. wold probably have been very excessive and diff
Shold, however, no colour ndanifest itsel after the cuIt to contro. This, considering the paties
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habits and constitution, would have been a matter
of serious consequenîce.

I first completed the fistula by Blandin s bis-
toury, and then I passed a long probe, armed
with a double elastic ligature, through the fistula.
Owing to its great height, I had c-,nsiderable difli-
culty in detaching the ligature fron the probe in
the rectum ; but this I eventuallv succeeded in
domg, and drawing out the loop through the anus
I renoved the probe, thus leaving the two frec
,nds of the ligature through the orifice of the
futula. 1 then put the double ligatur. tightly on
the stretch and fastened it securely. This latter
*procedure vas accompanicd by a considerable
amount of pain, which continued for about an
hour subsequent to the operation. A morphine
sippository then administered, however, effectually
relieved the pain.

On the evening of the fourth day after the
ligature was applied it came away, the patient
not having lost during the entire proceeding a
single drop of blood. The parts divided by the
ligature united withi remarkable rapidity, and
recently the patient returnied home in excellent
health and spirits.

Tne impression produced in my mind by the
result obtained in this case has been most favour-
able, the case being one which, owing to the
peculiar habits and constitution of the patient and
the great height of the fistula, most surgeons
would have certainly hesitated or declined operat-

have waited for a larger persoiial experience than
the observation of a few cases at Vienna -and the
management of one case here can afford me.
But as in making experiments-and no doubt
many of iny brethren will he inclined to try the
plan-it is certainly desirable to be first provided
with a hint or two relative to the procedure, I sce
no objection in writing a lev lines for the purpose.

Of the woman whose right breast I removed
by means of the india-rubber ligature, I may say
that she has made an excellent recovery. The
piogress of the case was uisatisfactory at first,
owing to two circumstances. The first was an
attack of erysipelas, prolonged rather than severe,
which appeared two or three days after the
application of the ligature, and which affected the
right arm, shoulder, and most part of the back.

Erysipelas has been very prevailent of late.
Thus, I operated by lateral lithotomy this day
fortnight on a man in the hospital, aged seVenty-
three years, who bas been attacked by it in the
perineum, buttock, and scrotum, but who is never-

1 theless doing admirably well, and will soon recover.
So that I see no reason to suppose that any
special liability to erysipelas arises from the pecu-
liar nature of the operation on the breast.

The second unfavourable circumstance is that,
being my flrst case, the elastic thread was not tied
tightly enough, as I now tbink. In fact, I was
afraid of snapping it at the time of operation.

At the end of eight or ten days the ligature was
ing on by the ordinary method of division of the evidently not embracing the still undivided portion
sphincter. so firmly as it ought to have done. I therefore.

Although I entertain grave doubts as to the made it tighter, which was very easily done by
alleged immunity from the occurrence of pymemia, pulling out the loop from the wound as far as possible
which Professor Dittel claims for this method, I iwithout much hurting the patient, and tying round
am confident it will be in many instances preterred it a fine ligature, so as to diminish, perhaps by one-
by operating surgeons to cutting instruments, t half, the encircling noose. Certainly the mass
" when," as Professor Dittel observes, " lie has to was larger than I at flrst suspected it to be ; and
undertake operations in cavities and canals which it is not to be overlooked that the whole breast
are out of sight, or which are so narrow that it is was of course extirpated.
extremely difficult, if not impossible to use cutting The cord on one side gave way about the second
instruments within them, or when he feels certain day ; I therefore did not reapply it until after the
whether he may be able to tie the bleeding vessel other half of the breast had been divided ; and
(as in anal fistulS situated high up). In other on this occassion the process was more rapid, and
cases lie -will desire to avoid hemorrhage and the no more erysipelas appeared as the result of the
formation of large wounds in children or in old fresh pressure from the ligature on the skin. The
persons.--Med. Press and Circidar. whole mass was removed about ten or twelve days

since, and nothing can be better than the appear-
ance of the wound now, which began to diminish
rapidly aftçr the tumour came away.

REMOVAL OF GROWTHS, ETC., BY THE I am satisfied that the fine india-rubber tube
ELASTIC LIGATURE. which I used, and which was the only material

then attainable, was not sufficiently strong. I have
BY SIR HENRY THOMPSON, F.R.C.S. therefore had some solid cord manufactured for

me, which ;s more powerful, and which I believe
I have been asked by so many persons to state will divide the tissues in at least one-half the

anything I chance to know relative to this subject, time which was occupied in this case by the tube.
that it seems necessary to comply briefly with the Its superiority is very manifest, for, being much
suggestion. I confess, however, I would rather 1 stronger, it may be drawn at least twice as tight as

'i
'.4,.
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the tube, and the consquence is that not only is catastrophe occur. The first thing ta study is,
the tension on the tumiour greater, but the cord. how ta obviate the causes of hSmorrlage; the
itself by the same process becomes finer, and second is, how ta put a stop ta the hoenorrhage when
therefore cuts more rapidly. In fact, there is no actually presert and threatening ta continue; the
comparison between the two. third is, how ta rally the system fror dangerous

A small quantity of this cord could not be made, exhaustation induced by the ioss of biood.
as no such product is required for any other pur- lie highest achievement of medical science
pose, and I have, therefore, deposited the whole ivauld undoubtediy be ta secure the flrst af tiese
with Messrs. Weiss and Son, from whom it can be three ends, and thus ta exclude ail necessity for
obtained. considering the remaining twa. Jnfortunately we

I aiso think it must be better, as Prof. Dittel cannot in ail cases crnmand ail the essental con-
now does, to apply the ligature to one-half of the ditions. We must therefare make up aur minds
breast at a time, the lower side, and not to use the haw ta deal wab hSnorrhage and its effects.
second for the upper half until the first has seper- The number of cases in vhich homorrhage cannot
ated. This was what actually did occur in my be averted, nov that wc bave so affected a resource
case, only the upper ligature, having reniained in rebelliaus cases as the topicai use of perchioride
sone thirty-six hours or so before giving way, af iran, is becong more limited every day.
strangled the whole mass, and produced a far more Stili, even in sane es where boemorrhage bas
offensive result than would have occurred had only been stapped, lue may ebb away unless restorauve
one been at first employed. means be applied. The greatest ai these is trans-

No doubt the principle objection to the plan is fusion. I rejoice ta see the revival af thîs oper-
the smell which necessarily anses from the sphace atian concurrently wvth the extending use of the
lated portion. This was much controlled by con- perchioride af iran.
stant irritation with carbolic acid and water, from The folloving case, though not succcsfful, is fot
a bottle placed above the level of the patient's without interest in several points :-A short tîme
head ; a small current flowing through a tube, the aga I met Dr. Devereux, af Tewkesbury, at a case
lower extremity of which rested on the breast as af extreme exhaustation from secondary post-
the patient lay in bed, the part being isolated by partuniImorrage. At ane tue it was thought
means of a macintosh cloth, and the solution run- the patient vas dead, sa utter was the prostration.
ning into a receptable below. Ail this was ad- The pulse rallied now and then, but often flagged
mirably arranged and attended to by the house- s0 that it hecame imperceptible; the respiration
surgeon, Mr. Buxton Browne. vas laboriaus and Irequent, so loud that it could

No doubt a breast is a rather severe test for a be beard in the adjoining room ; the face and
ligature, although I do not hesitate to anticipate extremities were cold; the voice alnost extînct.
a very much better result with a more powerful Shî svallowed beef-tea and port fror tue ta tue,
cord. For the removal of the testicle, and for but soon vomit-.d ail. This vas about 9.3o P.W
division of fistula in ano, I think it will be found The extreme prostration, and the hopelessness
admirable. af getting any nutriment absorbed etter by

The cord itself ought to be more accurately stomach or bowel, led us ta look upon transfusion
described. Its size before use is the following: as the last hope. Discussing the means faccom-

When applied it should be plishing this, ve found the best -we could do was
strained until it is a mere thread-say like this: ta use the aspirator syrnge. This bad ta be

It would be very easy t devise a simplea distance of five miles. In the mean-
apparatus to tighten it subsequently, but it is so tim I t in red. Tegarde was ored
easy to accomplish this by pulling it out if loose, ana. T la being th e on the crie
and tying a bit of fine ligature round the portion out Th syig being ade on pnce

.to drawn out, that it seens unecessary to employ tmach-pump, ith revestbe cin ofse
any other means. But with the new cord it is ex tremly ae d We fil ed ve poit ot
very probable that no such readjustment will b insertion int te patients vein. As circumstances
required.left n other chance between imediate and

% mediate transfusion, s0 ivere we compelled to

THEORY AND PRACTICE OF TRANS- defibrinate the blood. The man who yielded theblood wvas fat, and his veins small, s0 that it was
FUSION. with difficulty we obtained four ounces. This was

BY ROBERT BARNES, M.D., F.R.C.P. defibrinated by vhipping vith a silver fork and
iiltering through a cambric handkerchiel. Believ-

There is nothing more sad than to see a woman ing that anc factor in the danger attending cases
in labour or childbed bleed to death. It is of prostration is the merely dynamic one arising
surely a just reproach ta aur art if such a fron the absence fro o the heart and vesselsnf
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fluid to act upon, and conidering that we liad so believe that they may, with great utility, be used
small a quantity of blood at our disposal, I first to supplement or to dilute the blood used in trans-
filled the syringe with a solution of phosphate of fusion for the loss of blood, and that not only is
soda, carbonate of soda, and chloride of sodium, the saline fluid useful by virtue of its chemical
at a temperature of oo° F. Pumping this through properties, but also by its physical quality of bulk,
the syringealsoserved to get rid of air from theappar- supplying a volume of fluid upon which the heart
atus. Theveiniin thepatient'srightarm was found by and vessels can work effectually.
pinching up a fold of skin, transfixing it trans- 6. -That transfusion will be more and more
versely to the course of the vein, and then dissect- extensively resorted to appears to me certain. Its
ing througlh a little cellular tissue. It was then extended use, however, must greatly depend upon
pinched up by forceps, and a sufficient opening a general understanding of the conditions that call
made into it. The troar was passed one inch and for operation, and of the modes of performing it.
a lialf into it. The injection was then slowly So long as it is considered necessary to have
made. The blood was partly mixed with the a special appaTatus, the operation should be per-
saline solution ; altogether about six ounces of foraned rarely. But let it be understood that blood
fluid, including all the blood, was thrown in. cither whole or defibrinated will do, and that
Almost instantly the pulse improved, warmth almost any syringe can be made to answer, and
spread over the body, the face and manner became the great obstacle to the extension of the operation
more natural, the respiration became tranquil, and will have vanished. Nothing can be more easy
we were tempted to hope that she might pull than to furnish every stomach-pump case with a
through. We prepared everything for repetition flexible tube to which a transfusion-canula is
of the transfusion in the morning should the con- attached. As no practioner of medicine ought to
dition be favourable. But the rally was short ; be without a stomach-pump, the necessary apparatus
the respiration again became moaning, rapid, and will never be wanting. I should not hesitate to
laboured ; the pulse flagged, and the patient sank use an ordinary Higgonson's syringe.
at 1.30 AM., about three hours after the injection. Here, as in all great emergencies, an essential

Anongst other reflections suggested by this and condition is to act in timc. Just as the perchloride
similar cases are the following:-- of iron may be used too late, so may transfusion

i. The vomiting of the beaf-tea and wine, or injection be delayed until the nervous centres
which had been accumulating in the stomach from will have lost the power of responding to the fresh
repeated exhibition in small doses, in an unchanged pabulum supplied.-Lanmet.
state, and the obvious failure of any restorative
effect, are proofs that the vital power is so low that
nothing is to be hoped for in the way of replenish-
ing the empty circulation from absorption. CLINIC ON VARICOCELE AND STRIC-

2. The rapid and laboured respiration is evi- TURE.
dence of the craving of the system for oxygenated
blood. Air goes in and out of the lungs with BY JOHN H. BRINTON, M.D., PHILADELPHIA HOSPITAL.
great rapidity, but it has nothing to act upon. Its
ôbvious effect is to accelerate the cooling of the Varicocee.-This man, a German, is 55 years of
body. age ; lie has had varicocele on the left side for

3. When we see things at this point-extreme some years ; it is gradually increasing in size,
exhaustation. feeble or imperc-ptible pulse, rapid is productive of great annoyance, and of much
laboured breathing, non-response of the system to pain, and utterly unfits him for wotk. He cannot
nutriment and stimulants administered by the earn his daily bread. It is worse in warm weather.
stomach or rectum, and vomiting and great agita- And here let me say a word or two relative to the
tion,-we may fairly conclude that direct injection symptoms, generally of varicocele. The swelling
mto the vessels is indicated of the left side resembles, as has been so often

4. Blood may be used either whole or defibrin- remarked, a bundle of earth worms ; they roll under
ated. The choice will be governed by circum- under the finger, and can be mistaken for nothing
stances. If we have Aveling's or other proper else. Sometimes the bulk of the veneous mass
apparatus to practice transfusion from arm to arm, is very great ; and 'at other times scarcely larger
so that the blood passes from giver to receiver than normal. You will find, however, that the
Without ever being exposed to the air or allowed relative size has little to do with the degree of
to rest, this will often be the preferable plan ; but pain. A small varicocele may sometimes cause
where the proper apparatus is wanting, as it is great agony, and a large one scarcely any im-
likely to be, defibrination is better. cumbrance whatever, or the reverse may be true.

5. The experience of Dr. Little in cholera cases, This is a very important matter, and is one which
and other considerations, show that saline solutions usually guides my treatment. If a patient with
-May be injected into the veins with advantage. I varicocele merely suffers some annoyance, a little
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weight in the testicle, perhaps with a show of down ail the structures, and causes the testicle to
weakness, I content myself with a palliative hang low ; sec, too, when lie is in the upriglit
treatment. If lie suffers pain, sharp, shooting position, that the varicose vessels becomes turgid
pain, with liability to exacerbation on exercise, froin the effect of gravity.
with sometimes a tendency to orchitis, or epididy- I now take the upper part of the scrotum
mitis, and almost always with great mental de- between my thumb and fingers, and roll it a little ;
pression, then I resort to a radical cure by opera- as I do so I clearly distinguish the veins, and in
tion. the back part the mass I detect a firm, round cord,

What is the palliative cure ? It is the use of e like a knitting needle. I squese it, and the man
suspensory bandage. You will be astonished, in experiences a littie nausea. Try this experiment
practire, to find how few persons understand the on your own person to-night, before you retire.
proper sekction of suspensory. Most wili order The round cord is the vas deferens, and J am thus
or choose some elaborate arrangement provided careful in fixing its position, in order that it may
with a strong elastic or silk band, the effect of not be included in the ligature I am abr at to
whiclh is to draw the testicles strongly up against apply. Retaining my grasp on the vas, I now let
the crotch, in which position they are liable to be the patient lay down, and direct an assistant to
rubbed by every motion of the thigh. Now this give him a little chloroform or ether. I next take
is ail wrong ; a testicle with varicocele is a very this straight needle, armed with an exceedingly
tender object, and must be most carefully treated. strong thread of fie Italian hemp, and carry the
The best of all suspensories for an engorged or needle transversley across the scrotum, betveen
irritated testicle, is the old-fashioned French sus- the vas deferens and the veins. Its point
pensory, which you can buy for a quarter of a dol- bas now emerged; I draw out the needie and
!ar at any apothecary. These dressings simply reverse its direction carrying k thraugh the open-
support the testicle, and if the bag or sac is of ing or exit, but this time making its point pass in
proper size, and the buttock strips of sufficient front of the diiated veins and close beneath the
length, they steady the organ, take off ail the shin. I then drav out the needie and ligature
weight, and protect it from the attrition of the through the first opcuing or entrance. Thewhole
thighs. This is a little matter, but just remember mass of veins, as veli as the spermatic artery, are
it, gentlemen, it will be useful to you some day. now included in the Ioop of the thread, but the
If you doubt the soundness of my directions, buy vas deferens and its artery are not. I then tic in
the respective suspensories, strap them on your- a bow-knot ail of the included tissues, having first
self, wear each one a day, and then sec which you passed the ends of the ligature through the holes
like best. of this big button. The veins are thus completely

But let us suppose that the case for your treat- strangulated, and the operation is finished. The
ment is one in which the palliative treatment is proceeding which I have thus described is the old
inadmissible. Perhaps your patient is prevented, operation of Malzaigne, itseif an improvement
by his mfirmity, from earning his own living ; per- upon Gagnebe's. Malgaigne knotted bis threads
haps his case is one of great physical and mental over a conical picce of cork. The button you
suffering ; what then will you do ? Operate by have seen used is possibly better, but the operation
the ligature of the spermatic veins. Refer again is one and the same thing.
to this diagram : here the needle is represented as Now wvhat is the after treatmcnt of this case?
being carried across from side to side betw cn the Simply this: a dose of opium, rest in bcd, and,
vas deferens and the cord. It is then turned back- mark the ncxt direction, the constant application
ward beneath the skin, and the front of the veins. of a small piece of ice upon t testicle operatcd
The veins of the cord are thus ncluded, in the upon. 0f course this will be upon two or three
loop of the ligature. You will say to me, I am folds of flannel, to prevent the freezing of the
sure, "Vou tic the spermatic artery as well as the part. I place great stress upon the ice applica-
veins ; is there no danger of atrophy of the tion; vithout it the testicle usually swelis vcry
testicle ?" There is, I believe, none, for you will vcry considerably, and sometines this inflamatory
observe this great anastamosing branch, to which condition is attced by great pain. You will
I have already referred, and which connects the find that the ice will control this action to a great
deferential vith the lover part of thc spermatic extent, and I hope tao b able to demonstrate bis
artery, and which will still carry sufficient blood to fact to you in thc progrcss of this patients case.
the testicle. There is but one other point to refer to, and that

The ligature of the veins is the aperation is the lingth of time during ithich this ligature
we will select, and I ivili practice it upan this should b u allowed ta remain. I usually remove it
patient. Before an anmstIietic is administered ta at the expiration of ten or twelve days, as by that
him, 1 will ask yau to examine bis scrotum ; sec tine the obliteration of utc veins have been ffect-
hoim large is this mass of veins, and how the fd by the inflammatory proccss. Sometime,

eight of the contained column of blood drags vhen the swelling is inconsiderable, and there is
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no pain whatever, I allow the thread to remain
until it cuts its vay out, whichi usually happens in
About cightecn or twenty days, and am then sure
o)f a cure. I shall bring this man before you next
Wednesday, so that you may sec his condition for
vourseilves.

>rRIcTURE.

I wish now to resunie iiy remarks upon the
subject of stricture, at the closing point two veeks
ago. You will rcnieniber that I then had both of
these men before you. Each of them suffers
under an obstruction situated just in front of the
membraneous urethra. i made the diagnosis in
these cases in your presence, and you will recollect
that I succeeded in passing through each of these
strictures a fine whialebone capillary bougie, and
over that one of the tunneled instruments which
I exhibited to you. I told you at that tinie, that
the after treatient of these cases would consist in
carrying out the vork of dilatation which had
been so prosperously begun and that this gradual
dilatation could be accomplished by means of
flexible instruments. Here are these instruments,
and it is concerning theni that I would speak this
morning.

Whîen you come to talk over this matter of
stricture and its treatment with your surgical
brethren, you will tie surp-ised, if indeed you have
not already been, by the variety and by the strength
of the different opinions expressed concerning it.
One man will tell you, " I never use soft instru-
ments, I abominate them ; the metallic instrument
is good enougli for nie." Anîother will say, " I re-
gard the niatallic instrument as dangerous, I have
seen men killed by them, therefore I ahvays
employ flexible instruments." Now, gentlemen,
each of these speakers might in one instance be
entirely right, and in another entirely wrong.
For my own part, I employ flexible instruments
of every shape, size and form, and I also make
quite as extended a use of the various metallic
instruments. Look, if you please, at that case of
instruments ; it is my every day vorking supply ;
and sec hov largely it is provided vith every sort
of instruments, both flexible and metallic. Now
when ought you to use the one, and when the
other?

I can but illustrate this matter by reference to
the two patients in the arena. This man had a
very tight structure ; I overcame it by the whale-
bone, and in so doing explored it thoroughly, and
was enabled to arrive at an idea of its nature. His
was a long, tortuous, twisted, structure, difficult to
pass in consequence of these very characters. It
was admirably suited for the flexible catheter ; not
at all suited for the metallic unresisting instrument,
vhich would doubtless have caused pain, and pos-
sibly, unless carefully used, might have donc some
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mischiet. I accordingly used upon this man the
flexible catheter, beginning with the smallest size,
number one English.

And this leads nie to speak of the quality of
flexible catheters. Always buy the best ; they cost
something at tirst, but tlcy do their work ; inferior
catheters do not. The English catheters are now-
a·days admirably made, and tley are a good deal
stiffer than the French. and are well suited for
structure. See hov I use one on this patient ; lie
has ilready dilated his stricture up to 3 or 9, and
I take catheter No. 9 English. I ivithdraw the
wire, for I scarcely ever use them with the wire in
position. I then straighten the catheter, and dip
the point of the instrument in] hot water, vhiclh
softens it, and makes it somewhat more flexible.
Theri oiling it well, I place the patient in the re-
cumbent posture, and run the instrument easily
downî the urethra. It is now in the narrowed part,
and I feel the grasp of the stricture as the softened
beak passes on. The stricture is nov, passcd. the
instrument is in the bladder, and the watcr flows
It is for this reason that I prefer the catheter to
the bougie. The flow of the urine is most reassur-
ing. Such is this man's treatment. He has
learned to conduct it himself day by day. fe is
now up to number 9 ; in a week lie vill rearh
number 12, when I shall provide him with a cathe
ter, and have him discharged.

The other patient has a stricture of a different
type. His is annular, and short, a mere ring. At
the beginning of the treatment, however, it was
very tight and irritable. It, too, was first essayed
with the whalebone, and it lias since been gradually
dilated with the flexible English catheter. As far
.as the anatomy of this stricture is concerned, it was
admirably suited for the nietalic instrument, but
the irritability was so great, and the tendency to-
urethral fever su marked, that I was oblige to pro-
ceed very cautiously, and use the conical soft
French instrument I show you here, which is even
less irritating than its English sister. The urethral
irritability in this case lias, however, disappeared .
the man can readily pass number 8 or 9, and I am
now beginning to use the metallic catheter- which
1 am quite sure will soon overcome the obstruction,
and insure a speedy cure.

But, gentlemen, there is one matter vith regard
to stricture which you must always bear in mind,
to wit : That it is very doubtful if any stricture is
ever really cured. It may be dilated, it may be
kept in abeyance, and give no judicious instrument-
ation ; but I very seriously doubt vhether any or-
ganic stricture is ever really, absolutely cured, be-
yond all peradventure. I always give my patient
some sort of instrument of proper size, and this I
direct him religiously to insert from time to time,
once a week, or once in ten days, as the case may
be. I tell hirn, too, that should he neglect this
precaution, he exposes himself to a return of his

I
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trouble. How long this aptitude to return may
last I cannot tell. I have seen an old stricture
start into new life like an old volcano, after twenty
ycars' quiescence, and agait. show sigus of savage
power.-Med. and Surg. Rrporer.

A HINT IN GIVIJNG IODIDE OF POTASS-
IUM.

A useful hint is revived iii the Britishl Medical
Journal, by Mr. Jos. P. MCSWEENY. 1ie writes :

Sir James Paget was the first to call the atten-
tion of the medical profession to the following in-
teresting fact, viz., that carbonate of ammonia
greatly increases the therapeutic action of iodide of
potassium. I have had extensive experience in the
treatment of syphilis, and have tried it with the
best results, and find that five grains of iodide of
potassium, combined with three grains of carbonate
-of ammenia, are equal to eight grains of the potass-
ium salz administered in the ordinary way. The
following case is a good example.

John-, aged 50, consulted me about a sore
situated on his left arm. There was a profuse dis-
charge from it, and the smnell wau intolerable. On
asking him a few questions, I got the following
history. He had been a narried man, his wife
having died a short time ago ; ho had no children.
Some years ago ho contracted syphilis, and was
treated by mercury, pushed te excessive salivation.
The secoudary symptoms had been well marked,
and the sore about which ho consulted me was of
eight months' standing. He consulted several sur-
geons, and could get no relief. I ordered him five-
train doses of iodide of potassium, combined with
three grains of carbonate of ammonia. After taking
a few tablespoonfuls of the bottlo, the bad smell
altogether disappeared, as a nan told me who was
sleeping in the same room; at first he could net
bear the smell, but after taking a few tablespoonfuls
of the bottle he culd detect no smell. The man
remained under my care for about a month, and in
that short time was perfectly cured, and in very
good health and spirits. I could publish five cases
-with almost similar results. I have also found it of
the greatest service in the treatment of internal
aneurism, by relieving the pain and helping te con-
solidate the tumor. (.Med. and Surgical Reporter.)

TURPENTINE IN PYÆMIA; RECOVERY.

The patient was a workman on the Great Eastern
Railway, who sustained a severe laceration with
fracture of two metacarpal bones, from the passage
of a truck-wheel over bis hand. A few days after
the necessary operation, in which an effort vas
imade to save some .f his fingers, gangrene set in,

and a secondary operation was performed above the
wrist. This was shortly followed by rigors, pro-
fuse sweats, sleeplessness, low delirium, subsultus,
and stupor, the wound becoming sloughy and offen.
eive. In spite of free stimulation the man was
evidently rapidly sinking under the fatal disease-
pyoemia. As a dernier resort, half-drachmn dosai
of turpentine were administered in egg emulsion
every four hours. After the third dose it was dis.
continued, as a rexparkable improvement lad taken
place : the pulse and the temperature had fallen,
the consciousness roturned, and the patient took
liberally of brandy and beef-tea. The favourable
change was, however, of brief duration, as the day
foUoiwing all the asthenic symptoms reappeared, and
the patient relapsed into a comatose condition. Tho
tupentine, was again had recourse to in the sane
doses, and with the saine happy effect ; but this
timne the improvenent was permanent. Al other
danger passed by, and the patient made an excel-
lent recovory.

During the height of the attack the sound arm
became inuch swollen and suspicious-looking of pur-
ulent mischief. This subsided from the commence.
ment of the turpentine treatment. No abscess
formed. Under carbolic-oil dressings the vound
granulated rapidly, and the man was soon able to
be out.

That the antiseptic and stimulating effect of the
turpentine was the means of rescuing this patient
from a fatal disease seemed so apparent that it is
worthy of more extensive trial in hospitals, where
pyomia so often adds to the nortality after opera-
tion.-Lancet.

MEDICAL WITNESSES' FEES.
An occurrence at a recent 'etty Sessions at Ilford

illustrates the ignorance of both magistrates and
medical men respecting the fees due te medical 'wit-
nesses. In a case of attempted suicide the surgeon
who had treated the prisoner, when called upon to
give evidence, asked the bench for his fee before he
was sworn. The chairman said the bench had no
fund wherefrom to give it to him, but ho could not
bo compelled to gve ovidence without it. The
only thing the bench could do was to grant him a
certificate to give to the Commissioners of Police,
and ho could stand his chance, if lie liked, of getting
his expenses from them. Naturally enough, ths
surgeon declined this offer, and his evidence was net
taken.

We believe the magistrate was altogether wrong
in his statement. Under a regulation of the Home
Secretary every medical witness before a magistrate
is entitled to a sum not exceding 10s. 6d., if resid-
ing in the city, borough or parish where the exam-
ination takes place, or within two miles of it ; or if
beyond that distanca, to a fee not exceeding £1 18.
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This feo vould have been paid as a matter of course by a third injection of half a drachm; this caused
by the police authorities on the magistrates cortili- cessation of any further formation of fluid, and a
cate, or if thero were auy difficulty, an appeal gradual absorption began, which, at the end of
miight be made successfully to the Home Secretary. twelve weeks from the first interference, presented
The surgeon was wise, no doubt, to make his appeal the appearance of a rougliened, darkened, hardened,
before being sworn, and in a civil action might de- and thickened condition of skin, quite normally
cline to give evidence without previous remuneraý sensitive to the prick of a needle, replacing the
tion; but ve doubt the legality of his refusal in a tumour and closing the spinal aperture with an ap-
criiinal case.-Lance'. parently gelatinous mass.

The treatment extended over nearly seven weeks,
and the meatured fluid removed amounted to forty-
six ounces-a larger quantity, to my knowledge,

SPINA BIFIDA CURED BY INJECTION. than from any previously successful case. Half a
drachm of the solution was deemed sufficient for

E. G., aged three years, as she was brought to each injection, oving to the large extent of sensi-
me in April last, with a spina bifida tumour, which, tive surface to be deilt with; and the irritative
wholly covered by true skin, stood out with a prom- symptos developing therefrom quite justified the
inence of nearly four inches, and rneasured thirteen precaution taken.
and a half in circumference. It was very sensitive This, my 'second case, with Dr. Mortons, make
to the touch, became tense when the child cried, four successes, ai that bave been so treated; and,
and palpation discovered a perfectly fluid condition vithout appearing too confident of further success,
of its contents. It was slightly pendulous when the result is very hopeful and gratifying to the in-
the child was erect, and gave her a ludicrous, al- troducer of this method of treatment
though at present rather fashionable, appearance The patient is now very active on ber feet <amu-
when dressed-the projection at her age being un- sing herself, and standing as nuch consequent
looked fPr. fatigue daily as ber healthy companions), growing

Her riother stated that it was like a walnut at rapidly, and the sphincters are nov almost vhol1y
birth, and had increased gradually ; that she walk.
ed at two years; was now active, although not firm udr cnri cola

11 hI~ lI.
5

dI Oi k~1JLtL k *~ d Ad I~~A~ 11~ thi.~, Lr~.Md ora
joyed excellent health, but was constantly annoyed
by escapes from the bladder and rectum ; but that
she had always been advised to let it alone.

The treatment of this-my second successful
case-was by the same method as that described in
the Yournal of the 26th April last; viz., by injec-
tion of Dr. James Morton's solution of iodine and
iodide of potassium in glycerine; and was briefly
this- Two tentative tappings with a medium can-
nula, of respectively twelve and ten ounces of clear
fluid, were made, with an interval of eight days,
both being followed by an irritable and feverish
condition of the child, and gradual refilling of lhe
tumour to its original size. Ten days afterwards,
other ten fluid-ounces were removed, and half a
drachm of the solution injected. . The opening was
instantly closed on each occasion by a layer of-lint
soaked with flexile collodion. This last operation
in a few days made the tumour tender, and caused.
the child to be feverish, restless, and extremely
excitable, with decrease of appetite, milk and soups
alone being taken. Ten days after this first injec-
tion, the tumour was very slightly less, and eight
ounces were then removed, followed by injection ofr
a similar quantity of the solution. This gave rise
to even more severe irritative symptoms of the na-
ture described ; but a fortnight later showed the
tumour only one-third of its original size, although
still sensitive and painful when interfered with. At
that time,about .ive ounces were rernoved, followed

Mc¢dicUt Xttmto anid gavo.

Sin HENRY TIIoMPzoN declined to come forward
as a candidate for the representation of the Univer-
sity of London in Parliament.

The sad news of the death of Dr. Livingstone
from dysentery seems to be confirmed beyond a
doubt.

THE New York Laryngological Society has
elected Dr. Moreil Mackenzie as one of its honor-
ary members.

Da. ROBER. BARNES bas been elected one of the
twclve honorary members of the Obstetrical Society
of Philadelphia.

IT is ofRicially announced that His Royal High-
ness the Duke of Edinburgh has been pleased to
make the following appointrment in his household .
Dr. Wilson Fox to be physician in ordinary to their
Royal Highnesses the Duke and Duchess of Edin-
burgh.

A REMEDY FOR CHILBLAINs.-One ounce ol
tannic acid is to be disolved in about a pint of
vater, and four scruples of iodine in a sufficiency
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of concentrated alcohol. The two solutions are
then mixed together, and enough water is added to
make up two pints of Juid. The best time for
using the reiedy is on going to bed. The solution
is placed en a sloiv fire in an earthen or china
vessel ; the part affe.ted with Lhilblains is then in-
troduced into the fluid, and it is to be kept there
until the liquid beconies too hot to be borne. The
part is then to be withdravn, and to be dried by
being kept near the fire. When the chilblains are
ulcerated it is best to dininîsh the quantity of io-
dine--Réertoire de Pharmacie.

"ScuIooL HoUSE VENTILATION,"-In miy estima-
tion, no ventilation is good which requires the
opening of doors and windows at any time Win-
dow ventilation is often used in warin weather,
but I consider it undesirable, because it admits in-
sects, dust, and hot air; i. e., air hotter thaii might
be secured by properly arranged air-ducts, which
may -b so coutrived as to introduce comparatively
cool air. -But window ventilation certainly should
never be used in cold whether, while the scliolais
are not taking active exercise. - I is never neces-
sary in good ventilation.

Ventilation should, as far as possible, be autom-
atic, and should be beyond the control of every one
except the person who has it in chaige. This self-
acting ventilation may best be secured by combin-
ing the ventilating system with the warming appar-
atus, so that the active condition of the warming
apparatus shall necessitate an active ventilation ;
because ve are much more sensitive to a charge of
temperature than we are te the stupefying influence
of foul air.-R. C. KEDZIE, M.D., The Sanitarian

for February.

HoW TO CIIECK S0ARLET .FER.-" Stamping
out" is the new and significaut process for the ar-
rest of miany diseases, and in none can it be more
effectually employed than scarlet fever. This should
of course, include isolation.. All cases should be
promptly reported to the health authorities, under-
heavy penalties fôr neglect, and al occuring anong
persons unable to afford seclusion, shculd be taken
care of at public' expense in appropriate hospitals,
at safe distances fron populous neighborhoods.

'And the rich should be compelled to provide secla-
sion in isolated rooms for cases occurring among
therm, or else relinquish the care of them to the
health authorities, and be subject to the necessary
costs. All clothes -used by the patients should be
disinfected or destroyed. Water closets, cesspools,
and drains attached to the hospitals and dwellings
of the sick, should be thoroughly disinfected.-Da.
JoHN MoRRis, The ,Sanitar;an for February.

TINCTURE OF DIGITALIS AND CHLORAL HY-
DRATE IN DELIRIui TREMENS.-Dr. E. Chenery
(Boston iMledical and Surgical Yournal, October

16, 1873) records the case of a Scotchnian, ageil
35, who, when tirst seen, had neither taken food
nor slept for nearly a week, during w'hich time he
had been on a continuous debauch. His mind
vas greatly agitated, his muscular system in a state
of unrest, and his pulse feeble and frequ.ent. A
strong mustard plaster was applied to the pit of his
stomach ; fifteen grains of chloral were given;
and, in twenty minutes, twenty drops of tincture
of digitalis. These were retained ; and, in ten
minutes, thirty grains of chloral were . dministered.
and were followed by three hours of refreshing
sleep. A raw egg and some milk were then given,
with another portion of digitalis, and in a short
time thirty grains more of chloral. This time he
passed off into a sleep of many hours, fron which
lie awoke mnucli relieved. Small doses of digitalis
were continued for several days, partly to reduce
the pulse, but principally for the sake of the elirni-
native action of the kidneys.-Bri/is/ Mifedicaf
yournai.

TRAUMATIC TETANUS sUCtL 1. I L ['REATE>
WITII CALABAR BEAN.-Dr. J. Diuncan. (C/uicap
Medical 7ournal, November 1873) used Calabar
bean in a severe case of traumatic tetanus, after
large doses of opium, chloral, ether, belladonna,
and bromide of potassium, had been given without
benefit. A tincture of the bean was used, con.
taining one grain of the powdered drug to four
minims of the menstruumn. Fourteen drops were
given at once, and subsequently nine drops every
two lours. In four hours, a troub:esone spasmiodie
contraction of the neck of the bladder vas over-
come, a quart of urine was passed voluntarily, and
the pulse fell from 104 to 8o. The patient's
gencral condition, however, remained about the
saine. The remedy was continued in doses of
eight drops every three hours for fifteen days,
when, as there was not much change for the bet-
ter, fifteen drops were given every three hours for
the entire day. The Iollowing day-the twentieth
of the disease-the patient was able to leave his
bed, ate with great appetite, and from that time
progressed steadily to complete recovery.-bid.

Messrs. Field & Co., :,f London, have introduced,
for nedical purposes, candles medicated with the
balsams of which the vapour is most often bene-
ficially inhaled by persons suffering from bronchiail
irritation and spasmodic asthna. Among these
are benzoin, storax, etc. The candles give out
while burning aromatic fumes in abundance
Among the various modes of diffusing balsan'
vapours in the air inspired by patients with various
affections of the breathing, this novel riethod is
one of the most ingenious yet proposed. It is
clean, effective, and free from ail trouble. It de-
serves, and no doubt will receive, trial by medical
men.
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TORONTO, MARCH 2, 1874.

MEDICAL BILL.

"This measure is intended to give to a certain
sect, or perhaps it will be more correct to say, a
dique representing a sect of medical professors, a
legal endorsation of infallibility. The Medical
Council is to decide what is Medical truth. The
Medical Council is to decide hov truth shall be
taught." Globe, Feby. 1 9 th.

A consummate politician once observed that if
there were no such thing as honésty it ought to be
invented, so true is it that honesty, in the long run,
is the best policy. " There be, says Lord Bacon
that can pack the cards and yet cannot play well;
so that there are some that are good in canvasses
and factions that are otherwise weak men." One
of the shops of these haberdashers of small wares,
as the same eminent person calls the folk we are
talking of, it is our business now to set forth.

We.cannot imagine that the Editor of the Globe
had never heard of the exact position of the pro-
fession at the time when the compromise was made
some four years ago, viz., the existence of a num-
ber of medical corporations, in the annual gradu-
ates and licentiates of which there was too fre-
quently evidence of a desire to accummukte.
the concrete in the exchequers of the several
teasurers, r.ather than to aflord proof of due heed
having been given to the careful education, theore-
tical and practical, of the young men thus armed
ith licenses to kill or cure, as the case might be.
So far from the Medical Council a:tempting, as

above alleged, to formulate what they conceived
to be medical truth, or to decide how truth should
be taught, their President, Dr. Clarke, repeatedly

urged on Dr. Campbell the establishment of a
Homoeopathic School of Medicine in Toronto,
and thereby remove the only ground of grievance,
for their students, then complained of, viz., the
necessity of spending two years in the Ontario
schools after they had completed the curriculum
of the Homoeopathic Colleges in the United States.
Tliis, by a majority of the Council, was held to be-
a fair matter for complaint, and at an extra session
the compulsory attendance was reduced to one
session. How does the allegation (in another por-
tion of the Globe editorial quoted from) that a de-
termination, on the part of the Council, to absorb
the smaller portion of the Homœopathic element
into the generai body square, with this fact ?

Again the Editor says, " Is it, however, in the
interests of the public, not of a class that we have
to approach this subject." It is not clearly the in-
terest of the public that the standard of medical
qualification should be high with reference to pre-
liminary education as well as to medical? The
necessity of a liberal education to the practitioner
of medicine ought, especially, to be advocated at
the present moment, when the state of the profes-
sion has become such as to have attracted from
the Legislature a degree of attention, which, if
earlier bestowed, would have saved us from the un-
enviable distinction of demonstrating how far a
noble calling might be debased, and from the ques-
tionable remedy openly advocated by many prom-
inent members, free trade.

What guarantee does Dr. Campbell's bill afford
for the universal diffusion of a liberal education
among the future Homoopathic practitioners in
the modest propositions, that the examinations
shall be held with closed doors, and the period for
matricubition examination anfixed ?

If it be granted that a reasonable degree of
scholarship and of scientific attainment, such as
any y oung man of moderate abilities and application
may easily acquire and every one must master, to
render him a worthy member of so high a profes-
sion is essential for fitting the mind for a study so
extensive and arduous as medicine, then it follows
as a necessary sequence that the matriculation ex-
amination should be held as the first step in the
programme of medical education. The Medical
Council have wisely so ordered it, and we can
scarcely view the omission in Dr. C's Bill of the
period at which it is to take place, as other than a
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determination to open out a royal road to future
aspirants of his branch of the healing art.

One more quotation from the editorial in which
thefÉe/itio principii spirit is displayed from begin-
ning to end, "given to any one school of ideas 1
special sanction and protection, and you help to
crush out independent ideas and discourage inde-
pendant research."

The subjects rendered imperative by the Council
were those only on which all medical knowledge
is based, viz., Anatomy, Physiology, Botany,
Chemistry, Toxicology, Medical Jurisprudence,
Operative Surgery, Operative Midwifery and
Diagnosis.

A student having passed on these keystone
branches had only to proclaim himself as an in-
tending Eclectic or Homoeopathic practitioner, to
occasion his transfer to the gentlenen appointed to
conduct the examination in the theory and practice
of these two schools. If noneof the candidates cared
to avail themselves of this privilege, we fail to sec
how the Council are to be credited with a desire
to crusah ont iideenident ideas and discourage inde-

.endant research.

In the acts of the Council there is abundant
evidence of a determination to enforce on all
future practitioners a competent knowledge of all
subjects essential, for the safety of the lives of Her
Majesty's lieges that night hereafter be depend-
ent on their judgment and skill, but of medical
dogma, not a scintilla.

It may, perhaps, be argued by sone that extent
of knowledge is not always commensurate with the
time consumed in its acquisition, that one man
may learn more in two years than another in ten,
and that we have no right to inquire where a man got
bis knowledge, nor how long he was in acqüiring it.
To act safely for the public on this belief it would
be necessary to change the entire character of the
examinations, and we are inclined to believe that
the change would be a decided improvement on
the present system, e. g. The examina'tions in
Anatomy and Operative Surgcry should be con-
ducted in the dissecting room. In Chemistry in
the laboratory. In practice at the bed-side in a
Hospital. In Midwifery in the maternity wards,
in fact the whole character of the examination
eminently practical.

The Editor of the Globe may probably conceive

lias been wielded with a tremendous urbanity, and
that obnoxious individuals have been gelatinized
with the strictest regard to good breeding, but to
our mind the views of Crabbe of newspaper writers
are germain to the article in question.

" Their carcless authors only strive to join
As nany words as make an even line,
As many lines as fill a row conplete,
As nany rows as furnish up a sheet!"

The medical profession seek no legal endorsation
of infallibility, their motto has ever been " Life is
short, Art long, Experience deceptive, Judgment
difficuilt." We are on the contrary frequently taunt-
ed by sceptics in medicine of the uncertainty of our
science, but we may fairly submit that as much un-
certainty and want of uniformity of opinion is ap.
parent in Theology and Law. In evidence of the
first it is only necessary to advert to the differences
of opinion manifested in the so-called infallible
Catholic Church by Dupanloup, Dollinger and
Strossmeyer at the comparatively recent Œ cumeni-
cal Council ; of the second the daily reports in
newspapers of appeals from one Law Court to
another, and occasionally from the Court of
Appeals to the House of Lords, sufficiently de-
monstrate that Law is far from being the perfec-
tion of human reason. The Globe as yet in its
virtuous indignation anent monopoly and ex-
clusive privileges has not considered it expedient
to preach a crusade against the Benchers of Os-
goode Hall; the moment, however, that the Medi-
cal Council apply to the Legislature for an amend-
cd Act to enable them, by a fractional contribution
annually from the profession, to provide themselves
with a local habitation, as well as name all the
vials of their indignation are poured out on poor
Pillgarlic's head, and he is branded with refusing
the right to live to any practitioner who does not
submit to bis terms, and seeking the power to pro-
secute all medical unbelievers.

Dr. Campbell's Bill would not appear to have
given general satisfaction to the Homoeopathists as
is-evidenced by a letter from Dr. Clarence T. Camp-
bell, of Stratford, in the Globe issue of January 3 1st.
We quote the following paragraphs: "Though a
period of six months elapsed between the appoint-
ment of the Committee and the meeting of Parlia-
ment, we received no intimation of the peculiar pro-

that on this subject, Thor's hammer in their hands visions of the Bill until a few days since, after it was
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printed, and when it had become too, late to make are severely taxed. And yet, though for a time
any important alterations in its character." Again, during each month, the school girl experiences a
cit is a cumbrous and unvieldy piece of machin- great and unaccustomed drain upoflher vitality, this
ery, calculated only to involve the profession in un- drain has fot been alloved to lighten her tasks a
necessary expenses, while conferring exclusive and particle. In the schools, seminaries and colleges
extravagant po'wers upon the Council for which it for girls in the United States no heed whatever
provides, and more particularly for the President. seems to be paid to the physiological laws which
The Bill is certainly, in my opinion, more fitted to pertain to sex. No account is taken of those
create and perpetuate a 'one man power,' than periods when nature needs ail the available power
to be of lasting benefit either to the profession or for the performance of a new and arduous function.
the public." From the opinion thus expressed by Day after day the pupil must work vith her brain,
Dr. Clarence T. Campbell, of his namesake-the aid stand and vaIk and exercise, just as if
franer of the Bill-it vould appear that, like one periodicity had no place iii ler system. Instead
of the characters in Moliére's play, " Les Fourbe- of resting both body and mmd for a few days, she
ries de Scapin," lie was disposed to exclaim,- is expending the nerve-force which should give

Qec diable alloit il faire dans cette galere.** tone to the uterus, and exhausting menorrhagia
occurs, wvhich, of course, in turn places the system
in a still worse position for the next period. The

THE MEDICAL ASPECTS OF FEMALE system of keen competition among the scholars
EDUCATION. permits ofno provision for periodical rest. Any lost

time must be made up, lest the pupil should fali
A little more than a year ago, Dr. Edvard H. behind hand and so be disgraced and humiliated.

Clarke, lately Professor of Materia Medica in This terrible routine ma) go on tilI the nealth is
Harvard College, delivered a lecture before the completeîy broken down, and prostration compel
New England Women's Club, in Boston ; and removal from school. Other disturbances of the
now we find this lecture reproduced and enlarged uterine functions as amenorrhea, and incomplete
in the form of a book published under the title of or non-development of the reproductive organs take
"Sex in Education." For a very instructive place as a consequence of mental overstrain
review of this little work we refer the reader to the during early menstruation. The tendency toward
American Yournal of the Medical Sciences for sterility, 50 marked among American woman, is
January, 1874. Additional facts are therein attributed by Dr. Clarke to a diversion of the vital
stated, which, with the author's, deserve to be well forces from the reproductive system to the brain.
pondered by all interested in the education of girls, To remedy these defective methods in female
and the cultivation of the female intellect. In education, Dr. Clarke advises as a first duty to
sorne part, we believe, the errors perpetrated in modify the order of study, discipline, diet and
the United States are practised through like ignor- exercises in schools and colleges, so as to make
ance in the higher schools of this country ; and it theni conform to physiological requirements. The
ill be well, therefore, to rouse the attention of boys school ought not to ve made a model for

thoughtful and observant medical practitioners in the girl's. Judicious experiment is required,
Canada to this important subject. founded on the observation of physiological laws.

In this work Dr. Clarke shows that the educa- Four or five hours daily, he thinks, it may be as-
tional methods of the day as practised in American sumed, is as much study as should be required of
schools and seminaries, completely ignore the a girl from fourteen to eighteen years old. Abso-
teachings of physiology. JHe maintains that it is a lute rest, or diminished labour should be enforced
great mistake to employ for girls the identical every ronth. The competitive system should be
methods, used for, and perhaps well adapted to, so far relaxed for girls, that the periodical remis-
'aoys. It is ignored that during ber school days sions should fot be allowed to involve loss of
thegirl is passing through the most critical change standing.
in ber life, and that, in de eloping womanhood Pursuing bis inquiries abroad, in the view that
and establishing a neàd function, the vital powers the almosc uniforn vigour of foreig and the
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equally uniform debility of American vomen of t
culture, lies in the observance or neglect of
natural laws. Dr. Clarke ascertained that much t
greater attention is paid by the aristocratic classes s
of Great Britain and Germany. In Germany three t
important points in the education of girls are
diligently attended to. First, as a rule, girls are i
removed from school at the appearance of the
catamenia, andtithenceforvard instructed athome and s
by private tutors. Second, by immemorial tradition
among mothers, the closest supervision is exercised
during the menstrual flow. The girl is watched
and guarded, obliged to refrain from study, from i
late hours, excitement, and all but the gentlest
exercise; and if delicate, is kept in bed three days.
Third, school girls are never alloved to go to
parties.

The physiological truths at the bottom of the ad-
mirable German system of management of school
girls require to be brought to the notice of parents
and the managers of high-class female seminaries
and colleges in Canada. This duty devolves mostly
on the medical practitioner, to whom no indeli-
cacy will be attributed shouldi he refer to it.
We, therefore, ask our friends to give thought to
the subjects treated of in the work which has
served as the occasion of this article.

CONGENIAL WORK.

In the Decenber iumber of the Can. Med. and
Sur. Yournal-(a copy of which we have received
through a friend, the Editor not having the manli
ness to send us his reply)-the editor again returns
to his congenial work of dirt throwing and slander.
In his reply lie makes the remarkable statement
that the July No. of the Canada Afedical and Sur-
gical Yournal was mailed on the 8h day of July,
(precisely?) the hour is not mentioned. We con-
fess to a good deal of surprise at the boldness of
our cotemporary, for his readers must know that
such a statement if intended to convey the idea
that his journal is issued so early in the month
is not warranted by the facts. If the Canada Medi-
cal and Surgical Yournal is mailed with such
promptness and regularity there must be sonething
radically wrong with the postal arrar-gements not
only iii Montreal and Toronto but throughout the
whole Dominion,-for some of the subscribers to

hat Yournal have informed us that it is no uncom-
non thing for them to receive it one and sometimes
wo months after its apparent publication. To
how this more forcibly we need only say that,
lie reply of our cotemporary to the article in our
)ecember issue will be found in the December
number of that journal.

The editor lias backed down somewhat ; he now
says one of these articles was from the tyfe of the
Canada Medical and Surgical Yourna. How

should we know that? What is there peculiar
about the type of that journal which distinguishes
t from all other type of the sane kind ? If it was
desired to have this article go forth as a reprint
from the Canada ilfedical and Surgical Yournal, as

s alleged, why not announce it on the title page,
as all journalists do ? and then there could be no
mistake about it.

PERNIO TREATED BY ELECTRICITY.

Dr. Alonzo L. Leach describes, in the Phila-
deiphia Medical Times, his method of treating

chilblain by electricity. He considers that we
have, as the result of frost-bite, a partial or con-
p tte paralysis of the vessels as well as a nervous
-'ement, evinced by the pain and the intolerable
itching. Electricity tends to give tone to the
parts and restore them to their normal condition.
This is the result sought for in all applications, but
they only do so temporarily in a majority of cases.
The cause re-appearing, the pathological condition
still remaining, wehave areturn of all the symptoms.
The secondary or induced current applied for a
period of time every day, or at longer intervals,
will place the parts in a healthy condition and
effect a permanent cure.

As chilblain is just now a complaint of the sea-
son, it may be well to append another method of
treatment, which. is that adopted by the writer.
The foot is first soaked in a bath as hot as can
be borne, for fully fifteen or twenty minutes.
The effect of this is to alleviate the pain and
itching of the subacutely inflamed subcu-
taneous tissue ; and afterwards the part is
painted with tincture of iodine for a few times.
The result rarely disappoints one. Dr. Balfour,
of the Chelsea Royal Military Asylum, recom-
mends the application of iodide of ammonium, pre-
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pared by mixing equal parts of the liquor iod. We trust that our friends in the country will
conp. and aqua ammonia. Dr. Leach, above write to their representatives in the House and
quoted, says of this, that he fmds it ordinarily most urge them to support the present Bill, and also
narked in its action. caution therm against supporting any measure, no

matter by whom introduced, tending to sub-
vert the great principle of a CENTRAL EXAMING

AMENDMENTS TO THE MEDICAL BILL. BOARD.

The amendments to the Ontario Medical Act
have passed through the committee of the House,
and will soon come up for a third reading. Some
slight changes and amendments have been made,
one especially, which removes the only ground of
objection that the Homeopathists could raise suc-
cessfully to the present arrangement. It is as
follows:-

That until a Homœopathic Medical School

ALEPPo BUTroN.-Dr. Nortabet, in the Medical
Times and Gazette of Jany., 1874, describes a
disease which is common in the East, especially
near the rivers Tigris and Euphrates, and which
is called "Aleppo Button or Aleppo Evil," from
Aleppo, the name of the place where it was first
observed. It most commonly appears on the face,
appearing in the form of a hard red papularelevation

shall have been established in Ontario, candidates of the size of a pea. In a few weeks the sore breaks
wishing to be registered as Homœopathists, shall and forms a scab, which is hard, thi ck and closely at
pass the matriculation examination established by tached to the skin beneath. It sometimes spreads
this Act, as the preliminary examination for all from a quarter of an inch to two or three inches in
students in medicine, and shall present evidence diameter, and is generally circular or oval in shape.
of having spent the full period of study required It generally remains stationary for several months
by the curriculum of the Council, under the super- and then begins gradually to get well, occupying
vision of a duly registered Homœopathic practi- about a year in its course, hence it is sometimes
tioner; provided that, for a period of four years called the year Pip'le. It is 4ot contagious,
from the passing of this Act, such Homœopathic and it is believed by the natives to be due to
students may pass their matriculation examina- drinking the waters of these rivers and their tiibu-
tion at any time prior to the passing of their pro- taries. It leaves behind it an unsightly scar, which
fessional examination. remains through life. It sometimes assumes a

Such candidates must also have complied with the malignant form, and by spreading and destroying
full curriculum of studies, prescribed from time to soft structures as the nose, lips, &c., causes much
time by the Council for all medical students, but
the full, time of attendance upon lectures and hos-
pitals required by the curriculum of the Council
may be spent in such Homœopathic Medical Col
leges in the United States or Europe as shall be
recognai-d by a majority of the Homœeopathic
nembers of the Council, provided that in all
Homœeopathic Colleges, where the winter course
of lectures is of only four months duration, that
certified tickets of attendance on one such course
shall be held to be equivalent to two-thirds of one
six months course, as required by the Council.

This arrangement secures a thorough preliminary
examination for all, and so extends the course of
study to be pursued by Homœopathic students
that they will be thoroughly educated, and can have
Do fear of passing the examination of the Central
Board on subjects common to all, no matter who
the examiners may be.

disfigurement. It is very intractable to local and
constitutional remedies and is generally allowed to
run its course. Cod Liver Oil internally, and the
solid nitrate of silver and acetic acid externally,
have been found useful.

A NATIONAL MEDICAL LiBRARY.-The United
States Government, by authority of Congress, ap-
propriates annually the sum of five thousand
dollars for the purchase of medical books and
periodicals for the Army Medical Library, and a
further surm of five thousand dollars for the Armny
Medical Museum. The effect of this care in col-
lecting medical literature and pathological material
will be to make Washington the centre for the
highest medical culture on this continent. At pre-
sent, we believe, the collection of medical period-
icals at Washington is altogether unequalled by
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any similar collection at home or abroad. Cer-
tainly, there is at Washington a better and more
complete set of Canadian medical periodicals (both
extinct and extant) than is to be found in the Li-
brary of the Parliament of Caanda. So that in
after times, when some Canadian writer may wish
to undertake the preparation of a history of the
medical literature of his native country lie will find
the most abundant materials, not in his own land,
but in the capital of a neighbouring nation. Our
rulers should be stimulated by the practice of the
American Government, we think, to pay more at-
tention than they give, to the encouragement of
Canadian medical literature.

HONORS TO CANADIANS.-Henry Howitt, Esq.,
M. D., of Trinity College Medical School, passed

the required examinations for the Diploma, on the

22nd of Jany., and was duly admitted member

of the Royal College of Surgeons, England. Of
96 candidates who presented themselves at this

examination 26 failed to satisfy the court of ex-

aminers, or in other words were "plucked."

"RANKIN's ABSTRACT" DIScONTINUED.-The

half-yearly abstract of the medical sciences, known

as " Rankin's Abstract,, and which has been pub-
lished in London for the last twenty-nine years,
and re-published by H. C. Lea, of Philadelphia,
has been discontinued. The No. for January,

1874, is its last issue. We deeply regret the loss
of our old acquaintance. The need for such
periodicals is not now so great, however, as in

fonner years.

90roX01Xt e etørrd I ptoità § xt5.

EPILEPSY FOLLOWING AN INJURY OF
THIE BRAIN, CURED BY TREPHINING.

UNDER THE CARE oF DR. 11ODDER.

Reported iy Mr. B. Nevitt.

IEnNRY CRoss, Aged 18, admitted Nov. 24th,
1871, states that six years ago next January, lie

received a kick from a horse on the right side of
the head, near the anterior inferior angle of the parie-

tal bone. He was quite insensible at the time of the

accident, and continued so for nearly a week. A
small wound existed through -which the medical
iman renoved several sinal portions of bone, and

afterwards elevated some depressed boue. There
was hernia cerebri about four weeks after the acci.
dent, which retarded his recovery. There was
paralysis of the left armi for a fortnight, after which
it gradually got better, still renaining weaker than
the other.

He gradually regained his strength, but lias not
been able to study much, and feels giddy if he
bends forwards. Four years after the accident he
was seized with fits of an epileptic character, vhich
were always preceded by the aura epileptica crcep-
ing up the left armn. The fits corne on often when
asleep and are not of a violent character, wlhen lie
awakes froni then lie is aware of having had them.,
altho' quite insensible at the time. He generally
lias two lits within a few days of one. another, then
they remain absent for weekas or months and again
recur. Since April last he as had about ten lits.
He is now unable to study, but lie can work on the
farmn without inconvenience, provided lie k eps his
head up and does not stoop forvard. His generai
health is good, appetite, bowels, &c., natural.
There is a want of power generally on the left side,
his left lkg getting tired more quickly than his right,
his left arin is weaker in proportion than his leg,
and the muscles of the face show it still more clear-
ly. The tongue caurot be pushed as much to the
left side as to the rigit.

The depression is great, being about 2ý inches
long by an inch wide. At its anterior part there
appears to be a deeper cavity fioi which the pieces
of bone were removed ; lie complains of pain and
soreness on making firm pressure all round the mar-
gin, and says lie can feel the pulsation of the brain,
although not apparent to others. The hair was to
be shaved off, and a consultation called for Tuesday
next at one o'clock.

Nov. 28th.-At the consultation held this day,
present Drs. Bethune, IRichardson, Geikie and Hod.
der, an operation was decided upon, but as there
were some cases of erysipelas in the Hospital, the
lad was told that he had better return home for
a while.

March 96t1h, 1872.-Re-admitted on usual terms
Erysipelas bas again iade its appearance, so that
the operation must be postponed.

April 61h.-No fresh cases of erysipelas admitted,
and all those in the Hospital doing well. The lad
is to be transferred to Widner Ward at once, and



above the ear, another incision one-and-a-half inches
penpendicular to this about its centre, and the angles'
reflected, wlhen a portion of the temporal bone was
t1posed and the small trephine used ta remove a
portion. After removing the depressed portions of
bone, the rough edges and angles were eut off by
bone nippers, and the wound brought together by
three ivire sutures, and cold water dressings applied.
19h.-He passed a quiet and comfortable niglit ;

feels well, but complains of pain in the wound and
there is weakness in the left arm ; pupils alike;
skin warm ; pulse frequent and firm, but not hard,
120; tongue coated; lias had one sliglit passage,
and his urine is passed freely.

1-Tr. Verat. Viridi
Tr. Aconite
Aqua ad.

M. xv.
M. vi.
šiij.-M.

One tablespoonful to be taken every two or three
hours.-Mist. Aperiens 3iss. cras mane.

20h.-Continues in a comfortable condition;
ilept quietly the greater part of the night ; pulse
dwn to 90 in the morning, but rose to 110 shortly
afterwards ; skin comfortable ; tongue white and
coated; less pain ; numbness of left arm diminish-
ed, and pain in head less ; bowels have not acted.
Repeat aperient mixture; the verat. viride to be
eOntinued if required.
21st.-Bowels acted four times througlh the night

Which was the only cause for not sleeping soundly ;
he is better in every respect; tongue cleaning at

plut beef tea extra.

29th.-Continue as before ; v- ound nearly closed.
He states that he had a slight fit on Friday nighit,
the 26th or 27th. NS\o one, liovever, saw it, neither
lias he shown any signs of it in any way whatever.

31st.-Lie improved in every respect and left the
Hospital on the 21st inst, with the wound healedi
and quite well. In a letter received from his father
fifteen montis after the operation, lie says "you will
be pleased to hear that Hienry lias entirely recover-
ed, he is able to vork on the farm as well ai ever,
can study without inconvenience, and lias had no
return of the fits since the operation."

ESMARCH 'S TOURNIQUET.

We lay before our readers a wood-cut represen-
tation of the appliance used by Professor Esmarch
to control hemorrhage during surgical operations.
It consists of an elastic rubber bandage which is
applied to the limb as showu in the cut, and also a
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not bo allowcd to enter either of the wards where edges; pulsa 80, soft; pain in lead nearly gone;
erysipelas exists. To have mind clear; pupils acting alike ; omit medicines ;

Pil. Aperiens ij. at bpd time, and beef tea and gruel when desired.

Haust. Domestie giss. in the morning. 22nd.-Doing well in overy respect; pulse 84,
18th.-The operation of trephining was perform- full soft; pain in head gole ; tongue cleaning;

1. to-day, and two portions of depressed bane re-- numbness of arm also gone. A discharge of thin

miovd-one portion pressing deeply upon the serum or lymphy lookiug fluid came from the· per-
brain, and upon its removal showed the dura mater pendicular incision last evening and to-day; thebrai, ad uon ts emovl sowe th dua m t rest af the wound quite unitcd. 'Mist. Aperiens,pulsating. A fragment of bone, half the size of a e
hazel nut, pressed down upon the brain opposite 3iss. cras manle.

the-niddle neningeal artery and was fir-mly adher- 24th.-He feels better than he has done for a

ent. On elevating it the artery or a branch was long time; all pain and uneasiness disappeared;
wounded and bled frecly, but ceased without re- pulse, tongue, bowels, &c., in a normal iitate. Con-

quiring anything more thain the cold sponge. The tinue.

dura mater and brain itself retained the impress of 26th.-Not a bad symptom; neither ache nor pain;
the depressed bone, and continued to do so till the tangue clean; appetite good; wants more food;
wound was closed. The operation consisted of ai pulse 80, saft and regular; bowels noved twice
incision of about two inches in xtent along the daily ; sleeps well at night; the discharge less
lower edge of the former wound, and about an inch and healthy in appearance. Tc have one-half (4
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rubber cord or tubing, having a hook attached to
one extremity, and a few links of chain to the other.
It is applied as follows:

While the anoesthetic is being administered,
the lower portion of the limb is enveloped in oil
silk, to prevent soiling the-bandage ; then the leg
is bandaged tightly fron the toes to above the
knees with the elastic rubber bandage (A), which,
by gradual compression, forces the blood ott of
the vessels of the limb. Immediately above the
knee, where the bandage terminates, the rubber
cord or tubing (B) is wound four or five times
around the thigh, the one extrenity beng joned by
means of the attached hook to the chain at the
other end. The rubber tubing or tord compresses
all the soft parts, including the arteries, in such a
manner that not a drop of blood can enter the
.bandaged portion of the limb.

The elastic bandage and the oil silk are now
removed, and the leg, below the. tourniquet, pre-
sents the annearance of a limb of a corpse the

300k e- 0tico.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON THE DISEASE OF THE

EAR, including the Anatomy of the Organ. By
D. B. St. John Roosa, M.A., M.D. Profassor
of diseases of the Eye and Bar Unversity of
New York,&c. &c. Illustrated by w'ood engrav.
ings and chromo-lithographs. New York • W.
Wood & Co. Toronto : Willing & Williamson.
Price $4.50.
Dr. Roosa is already well and favourably known

as a most indefatigable worker in the department
of Aural Surgery. He introduced the use of the
aural mirror into the practice of the New York
Eye and Ear Infirmary in 1863, whence it has
been generally adopted on this continent, a simpe
and inexpensive instrument by which any physician
may, in a few minutes, learn to examine a mem.
brane which not a few oractitioners have never
seen on the living subject.

"This work" Dr. Roosa in his preface
says, "is intended to be a guide to those who wish

y ito trea-t the diseases of the ear. The portionpallor of the same forming a remarkable contrast to that .5 devoted to a description of these diseases
-the rosy hue of the skin above, and the operation and the means for their relief and cure, is founded
is conducted a.s thought on a cadaver.. upon my own experience in the observation and

After the operation, the rubber cord is slowly treatment of more than thirty-eight hundred cases,
xemoved, the circulation is restored, and those ar- in public and private practice."
teries which have previously remained unnoticed, We have perused its pages with both pleasure
tied. The patient presents the same appearance and profit, and have found it a most useful treatise
as before the operation, his pulse is full and strong, and safe guide to the practitioner.
and convalesence will no doubt follow much more I i, : A. ;A y 4.- 'r TTI

Th ki YUf i~ diYU~ id d i'.U J~ tI f i 1 IIh

rapidly and surely than if the operation had been
performed in the customary manner.

The tourniquet can be used with more or less
complete success in nearly all operations on the
extremities. In extirpation of tumors, in the re-
moval of scrofulous sores or caries, and resections
of small bones or joints, the tourniquet need not
be loosened until the wound bas been dressed.

This tourniquet possesses an advantage over all
others that it can be adjusted to any portion of the
limb, and the location of principal arteries need
not be considered. It is manufactured by Messrs.

e wor s vç e I no our parts, vz .
External Ear. Il. The Middle Ear. III. The
Internal Ear. IV. Deaf Muteism. The anatodi
cal descriptions and illustrations are also divided
and very conveniently arranged. The article o
foreign bodies in the external meatus is full of
faithful warning. Dr. Roosa emphasizes the re
commendation not to attempt the removal of a
supposed foreign body froni the external auditoy
canal unless it can be seen. Cases are reported
where death resulted from rude manipulations iD
searching for supposed foreign bodies that could
not be found at the post mortem exanination.

Tiemann & Co., New York, and may be purchased It appears that, by far, the greater number of
for $3.75, American currency. cases of aural disease arise from diseases of the

Middle Ear. Two hundred and eighty pages, O
more than one-half of the entire work are devoted toi

DIED. the anatomy, diseases and treatment of this cavity.
In this city on the 22nd inst., JAMES ROWELL, In acute inflammation of the tympanic cavity!

M.D., in the 43rd year of his age. 1 the benefit of local depletion is nowhere bettei
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seen; the effect of two or three leeches in front of maintains that in nearly all cases of deafness of
the external meatus is almost magical. long standing, the drum cavity is more or less filledParacentesis is performed if the membrana with dry mucous. Roosa cannot concede this,tympani is bulging from the presence of matter in although it is supported by high authority, andthe drum cavity. This is followed by the air notably that of Schwartz of Halle. In Dr. Roosa'sdouche through the eustachian catheter or by practice, the resuits of treatment have not beenPolitzers Method. In scarlet fever the ears brilliant, in these cases of "chronic non-suppura-should not be neglected. tive inflammation of the middle ear." In 355Ninety pages are devoted to what Dr. Roosa cases, 48 per cent. were unimproved. This ap
calls " Chronic Non-suppurative Inflammation of pears less surprising when we learn that in one-half
the Middle Ear," which lie divides into two forms, of these cases the hearing had been more or less
the " catarrhal" and the " proliferous." The former impaired for periods varying from five to forty
is the most common cause of deafness; and is years.
almost invariably associated with catarrh of the Cases of acute suppuration of the middle car,
nasopharyngeal space. There is thickening and according to Roosa, are too often allowed to ter-excessive secretion froi the mucous membrane. minate in chronic suppuration and impairment ofIn the latter there is an entire absence of catarrhal hearing; although the resuits of judicious treatment
symptoms; the character of the inflammation are most satisfactory,-the discharge arrested ; thebeing essentially hypertrophic with connective perforation healed, and the hearing restored, in
tissue formations. many cases in a few days. Paracentesis of the

In the treatment of nasal catarrh, Dr. Roosa membrane may be necessary. After perforation,
strongly condemns the use of the nasal douche in addition to syringing vith warm water and the(known as Thudichunis or Essex's Nasal Donche). instillation of zinci: sulph : gr. ii.-gi. the air
Sixteen cases of acute inflammation of the Middle douche, either by Politzer's method or the eustach-
Ear are reported, which Dr. Roosa believes can ian catheter, should also be used once or twice a
be direcly traced to the use of this apparatus. day. Should there be tenderness, redness or swell-

He 1 th fl4a el irst to call attention to this danger-
ous procedure. In the treatnent of the eustach-
an tube, or rather, as he maintains, the middle ear
thrpugh the tube, Dr. Rosa differs from the English
surgeons ; lie believes that the eustachian catheter
1s esseitial, and that, except in the case of young'
children, Politzer's method, although most valuable
and indispensable, is as an adjuvant to the former.
The improvement in the hearing from inflation of
the drun daily with atrmospheric air, doubtless
depends upon the re-establishment of the equili-

ing over the mastoid, the process siould be cut
down upon and the incision extended upwards at
least half an inch.

"Chronic suppuration of the middle ear' it seems
is often mistaken for that "rare disease," chronic
suppuration of the extemnal auditory canal. Dr.
Roosa combats the prejudice against the stoppage
of a purulent discharge from the ear. In the lan-
guage of Wild, "we can never teli" (after the dis-
charge has once set in) Iow, wzen, or were it will

end.~~ ~ ~ .rhti na ed r n hibc1ibrium of atmospheric pressure upon the two sur- should be impressed upon the attention of every
fces of the drum membrane. Dr. Roosa is not practitioner of medicine. As a pre-requisite to
explicit on this point however. Wit!. reference to the successful treatment of this affectioa, the parts
the modern operations upon the tympanic mem- must be thoroughly leansed, by the practitioner
lrane and division of the tensor tympani muscle, personally, at least twice a week. This can only
Dr. Roosa does not seem to have had much expe- be done by a combination of syringing and the use
nence. He however speaks approvingly of Dr. of the air tube through the eustachiar ube. In
Rinton's method of treating the middle ear by per- recent cases Dr. Roosa uses weak solutions ofzinci
bration of the membrana tympani and washing sulph. ; in old cases he uses strong solutions ofOut the cavity and eustachian tube by injections argent. nit. Nitrate of silver solutions are found
zrced from the external meatus through the mid- to be of little value unleý. containing at least 40
de ear and eustachian tube, or vice versa. Hinton grains to the ounce ; they are sometimes used as
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strong as 480 grains. The hearing is in some cases
very considerably iiproved by the artificial nienm-
brana tympani, but Dr. Roosa uses them only in
cases of adults possessed of a considerable amount
of intelligence.

In the treatment of mastoid periostitis by incision
over the procsss, Dr. Roosa says that he lias been
sometimes amazed at the depth to which the scal-
pel entered. He recommends perforation of the
mastoid bone when it is found be diseased, and in
cases of suppuration of long standing with frequent
and painful exacerbations.

Fortunately for afflicted humanity, diseases of the
internal ear do nlot often occur. In i,5oo cases of
aural disease Dr. Roosa found only 57 such cases.
The deafness occurs suddenly and is nearlyabsolete.
The tuning fork can not be heard on any part of
the head or against the teeth. In deafness from
disease of the membrana tympani, or empacted
cerumen in the external meatus the turning fork on
the head is heard even better than by the normal
car. In the treatnent of diseases of the labyrinth,
much was expected, at one tinie, from the use of
electricity, but according to Dr. Roosa there are no
authentic cases on record of a cure of a true in-
flammatory affection of the labyrinth by this agent.

In bringing this imperfect review to a close we
would add that if ever a scientific treatise met "a
felt ivant" it is Dr. Roosa's. We trust that the
author, who is still young, may long live to see the
fruit of this young tree that has been planted under
such favourable auspices.

The wood-cut illustrations, of which there are
n 1o, are remarkably well executed, and the pub-

lishers may be congratulated on the good style in
which the book lias been brought out; it is unex-
ceptional in every respect.

AroMioRPHiIA AS AN EnnETlc.-This substance
is obtained - from opium or morphine. Its
importance as an emetic is cwing to the
rapidity with which it operates. it is best used
subcutaneously ; the dose is from Y-g to + of a grain
in solution. Emesis is brought about in from 3 to
5 minutes, and the effects pass off within half an
hour, no unpleasant results being left behind.
The muriate of apomorphia is chiefly used.

A LANOET.

CHANG AND ENG.

The Philadd/hia Medical Tim;es, (Feb. 19) fro
which we copy, contains a full account of thepO
mortem examination of Chang and Eng, which w
conducted b- Drs. Pancoast and Allen. Th
chief interest in regard to this phenomenon centr
in the anatoiry or the band which united the
'Fle following is a dIagrammattic representation
the dissection of the band, so far as it has bec
examined. The words Eng and Chang in Siam
mean "riglit and left," respectively, and they at
so reprcsented in the diagram:

Ni

Eno CHnm
A.--Upper or hepatic poucl of Chang.
B.-The peritoneal pouch of Eng.
C.-The lower peritoncal pouch of Chang.
D.-Connecting liver band, or tract ofportal continu
E. E.-(Dotted line) union of ensiforn cartilages.
F. F.-Lower border of the band.

The band is about four inches long and eigh
circumference. There was found to be a un
of the twins at the ensiform cartilage. T
pouches of peritoneum were also found to p
from Chang into the body of Eng, and one fr
Eng into the body ot Chang, and lying betwv
the two preceding. Their livers were found to
continuous, so that a colored injection thrown i
the portal vein of Chang passed througlh the b
into the liver of Eng. In the absence of h
tissue this connection is called the tract o
continuity. The vascular connection of the b
has not yet been fully investigated. When t
has been done ive will again refer to the subject
give a more complete description. There
however, be no large vessel connecting themn, as
formerly supposed.


